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Abstract
This paper addresses the input-to-state stability (ISS) and integral input-to-state stability (iISS) for a class of nonlinear higher dimensional
parabolic partial differential equations (PDEs) with different types of boundary disturbances (Robin or Neumann or Dirichlet) from different
spaces by means of approximations of Lyapunov functions. Specifically, by constructing approximations of (coercive and non-coercive) ISS
Lyapunov functions we establish: (i) the ISS and iISS in L1-norm (and weighted L1-norm) for PDEs with boundary disturbances from
L
q
loc(R+;L
1(∂Ω))-space for any q ∈ [1,+∞]; (ii) the iISS in L1-norm (and weighted L1-norm) for PDEs with boundary disturbances
from LΦloc(R+;L
1(∂Ω))-space for certain Young function Φ; and (iii) the ISS and iISS in LΦ-norm (and weightedKΦ-class) for PDEs with
boundary disturbances from L
q
loc(R+;KΦ(∂Ω))-class for any q ∈ [1,+∞] and certain Young function Φ. The ISS properties stated in (ii)
and (iii) are assessed in the framework of Orlicz space or Orlicz class.
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1 Introduction
In the past few years, the input-to-state stability (ISS) theory for infinite dimensional systems governed by partial differential
equations (PDEs) has drawn much attention in the literature of PDE control (see, e.g., [26] for a comprehensive survey). From
the point of view of regularity theory of PDEs, ISS analysis for specific PDEs amounts essentially to establishing a priori ISS
estimates of the solutions with respect to (w.r.t.) disturbances. Compared to the classical regularity estimates of solutions to
PDEs with inhomogeneous boundary conditions (see, e.g., [7,18,32]), ISS estimates for PDEs with boundary disturbances often
have much more specific forms as indicated in [43], because they must reflect some particular characteristics of the solutions in
the presence of external disturbances. Nevertheless, it is expected that, with more technical treatments, the methods developed
in classical regularity theory can be applied to ISS analysis for PDEs with boundary disturbances. In line with this perspective,
we can find that: (i) the monotonicity-based method has been used for ISS of monotone parabolic systems with Dirichlet
boundary disturbances [25], (ii) the De Giorgi iteration has been used for ISS of parabolic PDEs with Dirichlet boundary
disturbances [39], (iii) the variations of Sobolev embedding inequalities were used for ISS of parabolic PDEs with Robin
or Neumann boundary disturbances [40,41], and (iv) the maximum principle was used for ISS of parabolic equations with
different types of boundary disturbances satisfying compatibility conditions [43,42]. It should be mentioned that semigroups
and functional analytic methods are effective for ISS analysis of linear or certain nonlinear PDE systems [10,11,12,13,28], and
the spectral approach or finite-difference schemes can be used for ISS analysis of linear PDEs [14,15,16,17,20,21]. Besides,
other methods in classical regularity theory, such as Morser iteration, Rothe’s method, Galerkin’s method, etc., may also be
adopted for the establishment of local or global ISS estimates for specific nonlinear PDEs with boundary disturbances.
It should be noticed that combined with different schemes and techniques as aforementioned, the Lyapunov method is widely
used in ISS analysis for PDE systems, such as parabolic systems with boundary disturbances [25,40,41,43,42], semilinear
parabolic PDEs and diagonal parabolic systems with Neumann boundary disturbances [28], etc. The ISS of certain first order
hyperbolic systems was also established by the Lyapunov method in [29]. It has been shown that one can obtain the ISS in
Lq1-norm (q1 ∈ [2,+∞)) for PDEs with boundary disturbances from L
q2 -space (q2 ∈ [2,+∞]) (see, e.g., [11,25,28,40,41])
by the Lyapunov arguments combined with other methods. However, it is still challenging to establish the ISS in Lq1-norm for
PDEs with boundary (or in-domain) disturbances from Lq2 -space with any q1 ∈ [1,+∞] and any q2 ∈ [1,+∞] by using solely
the Lyapunov arguments. Particularly, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are no results reported in the literature on
establishing the ISS estimates in L1-norm for nonlinear PDEs with boundary (or in-domain) disturbances from L1-space using
the Lyapunov method. This motivates the work presented in this paper.
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Specifically, the first aim of this paper is to establish ISS estimates in Lq1-norm for PDEs with boundary (or in-domain)
disturbances from Lq2-space with any q1 ∈ [1,+∞] and any q2 ∈ [1,+∞]. Note that for q1 ≥ 2, a method based on non-
coercive ISS Lyapunov functions was proposed in [11,27] to deal with different types of boundary disturbances, particularly,
for linear parabolic PDEs with Dirichlet boundary disturbances. In addition, the ISS in weighted Lq1-norm (q1 = 2 or q1 =
+∞) (or weighted L1-norm) for linear PDEs governed by Sturm-Liouville operators with L∞-disturbances (or L∞-Dirichlet
disturbances) were established in [16] by the eigenfunction expansion and the finite difference scheme. However, constructing
appropriate Lyapunov functions for the establishment of ISS estimates in Lq1 -norm for PDEs with boundary (or in-domain)
disturbances from Lq2-space may encounter serious difficulties when q1, q2 ∈ [1, 2). The first obstacle is due to the well-
posedness in the case where the inputs belong only to, e.g., L1-space, since it is an not easy task to prove the existence of
a “solution” (even in a weak sense) for PDEs (see remarks in Section 5.3). The second obstacle lies at the construction of
a Lyapunov function in the case of q1 ∈ [1, 2). Usually, when q1 ≥ 2, a coercive Lyapunov candidate can be chosen as
V (u) = ‖u‖q1Lq1 for, e.g., parabolic PDEs with different boundary disturbances, where u is the solution of the considered PDEs
(see, e.g., [12,25,28,39,40,41]) and a non-coercive ISS-Lyapunov function can be constructed for linear parabolic PDEs with
Dirichlet boundary disturbances (see, e.g., [11,27]). When q1 ∈ [1, 2), the choice of V (u) = ‖u‖
q1
Lq1 will fail to be effective
for ISS analysis.
We note that to overcome the first obstacle, the notion of “entropy solution” or “renormalized solution” can be used in well-
posedness assessment for PDEs with inputs from L1-space,which is a topic we will consider in our future work. In this paper,
we focus on overcoming the second obstacle, i.e., we intend to establish ISS and iISS estimates in different norms for a class
of nonlinear parabolic equations with boundary disturbances from different spaces by the Lyapunov method. More precisely,
we construct approximations of the desired Lyapunov functions that can be used to establish: (i) the Lq-ISS 1 (q ∈ [1,+∞]) in
L1-norm (or weighted L1-norm), (ii) the Lq-ISS (q ∈ [1,+∞]) in LΦ-norm or EΦ-class (or, weighted L
Φ-norm or weighted
EΦ-class), and (iii) the L
Φ-ISS in L1-norm (or weighted L1-norm), for a class of nonlinear PDEs with different boundary
disturbances over higher dimensional domains, where Φ is a Young function. In particular, as the second aim of this paper, the
results of (ii) and (iii) are established in the setting of Orlicz space, which is a generalization of Lq-space. The Orlicz space
(or Orlicz class) has significant applications in mathematics and physics, particularly, in fluid mechanics. For example, it is
well-known that the Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces can provide an appropriate functional framework for the study of existence
and regularity of solutions to the nonlinear PDE model of non-Newtonian fluids when the nonlinear function is of power type
as in [4], while the Orlicz space is well suited for systems with nonlinearities having a non-polynomial type as in the Eyring-
Prandtl model [8]. The ISS in the framework of Orlicz spaces was first conducted in [12] for infinite dimensional systems with
external disturbances, which can be seen as a generalization of classical stability notions in the control theory. Particularly,
several characterizations of ISS for linear infinite dimensional systems with disturbances from Lq2-space (q2 ∈ [1,+∞]) and
Orlicz space have been provided in [12], which also motivates us to address the problem in the setting of Orlicz spaces.
The main contribution of this paper includes:
(i) the construction of approximations for coercive or non-coercive Lyapunov functions that can be used to conduct ISS and
iISS analysis in different norms for nonlinear PDE systems with boundary disturbances;
(ii) the establishment of Lq-ISS and LΦ-ISS in L1-norm (or weighted L1-norm) for nonlinear PDEs with boundary distur-
bances from Lq-space and Orlicz space, respectively, where q ∈ [1,+∞] and Φ is a certain Young function;
(iii) the establishment of Lq-ISS in LΦ-norm (or weighted KΦ-class) for nonlinear PDEs with boundary disturbances from
Lq-space, where q ∈ [1,+∞] and Φ is a certain Young function.
In the rest of the paper, problem statement, basic assumptions, and construction of approximations for coercive or non-coercive
Lyapunov functions are presented in Section 2. The main results and their proofs of the Lq-ISS (q ∈ [1,+∞]) in L1-norm
or weighted L1-norm for a class of nonlinear parabolic PDEs with Robin or Neumann or Dirichlet boundary disturbances
are provided in Section 3. The ISS in the setting of Orlicz spaces or Orlicz classes is addressed in Section 4. Some further
comments and illustrative examples are presented in Section 5 and Section 6, respectively, followed by concluding remarks
given in Section 7. Well-posedness assessment for a class of quasi-linear parabolic equations and some technical development
are presented in appendices.
Notations. In this paper, R+(R−) denotes the set of positive (negative) real numbers and R≥0 := {0} ∪ R+. Let Ω be a
bounded domain in Rn(n ≥ 1) with a sufficiently smooth boundary. We denote by ∂Ω and Ω the boundary and the closure of
Ω, respectively. Denote by |Ω| (or ∂Ω) the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure of Ω (or (n− 1)-dimensional Lebesgue measure
of ∂Ω). Let d = max
x∈∂Ω
|x|, which is the longest distance between the origin and ∂Ω. Let BR(0) ⊆ R
n be a ball with radius
R > 0 and center 0. For any T > 0, let QT = Ω × (0, T ). Let K, L, and KL be the standard classes of comparison functions
1 The specific definitions of Lq-ISS and LΦ-ISS are provided in Section 2.
3
as defined in, e.g., [26]. Without special statements, the notations of function spaces and their norms used in this paper are
standard which can be founded in, e.g., [7].
2 Problem setting and approximation of Lyapunov functions for ISS analysis
2.1 Problem statement
Given the following smooth functions:
a, bi, c,mi, f, d ∈ C
2(Ω× R≥0;R), i = 1, 2, ..., n,
h ∈ C2(Ω× R≥0 × R× R
n;R), g ∈ C3(Ω× R≥0 × R;R),
ψ ∈ C2(Ω× R≥0 × R;R), w
0 ∈ C2(Ω;R),
and leting b = (b1, b2, ..., bn),m = (m1,m2, ...,mn), we exploit the Lyapunov method to establish ISS and iISS estimates in
different norms for the following nonlinear partial differential equation:
Lt[w](x, t) +N [w](x, t) = f(x, t), (x, t) ∈ Ω× R+, (1a)
B[w](x, t) = d(x, t), (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω× R+, (1b)
w(x, 0) = w0(x), (x, t) ∈ Ω, (1c)
where Lt[w](x, t) = wt − div(a∇w) + b · ∇w+ cw andN [w](x, t) = h(x, t, w,∇w) +m · ∇(g(x, t, w)) are the linear and
nonlinear parts of the equation, respectively, and
B[w](x, t) = a
∂w
∂ν
+ ψ(x, t, w), (2)
or
B[w](x, t) = ψ(x, t, w), (3)
represents the Neumann or nonlinear Robin, or nonlinear Dirichlet boundary condition, respectively, with ν denoting the outer
unit normal vector field on ∂Ω. In general, f and d represent the distributed in-domain disturbance and boundary disturbance,
respectively.
Definition 2.1 Let p be a nonnegative weighting function. For q, q1, q2 ∈ [1,+∞], System (1) is said to be L
q-ISS in weighted
Lq1-normw.r.t. boundary and in-domain disturbances d and f from, respectively, the (Lqloc(R+);L
q2(∂Ω))- and (Lqloc(R+);L
q2(Ω))-
spaces, if there exist functions β0 ∈ KL and γ0, γ1 ∈ K such that the solution of (1) satisfies for any T > 0:
‖p
1
q1 w(·, T )‖Lq1(Ω) ≤β0
(
‖p
1
q1 w0‖Lq1(Ω), T
)
+ γ0
(
‖d‖Lq((0,T );Lq2(∂Ω))
)
+ γ1
(
‖f‖Lq((0,T );Lq2(Ω))
)
.
Furthermore, System (1) is said to be exponential Lq-ISS in weighted Lq1-norm w.r.t. boundary and in-domain disturbances
d and f from, respectively, the (Lqloc(R+);L
q2(∂Ω))- and (Lqloc(R+);L
q2(Ω))-spaces, if there are constantsM0, λ > 0 such
that β0(r, T ) = M0r e
−λT for all T, r ≥ 0. Particularly, we omit the term “weighted” when p ≡ 1.
Definition 2.2 Let p be a nonnegative weighting function and Φ1,Φ2 be two N -functions
2 . For q ∈ [1,+∞], System (1) is
said to be Lq-ISS in weightedKΦ1-class w.r.t. boundary and in-domain disturbances d and f from, respectively, the L
1
loc(R+;
KΦ2(∂Ω))- and L
1
loc(R+;KΦ2(Ω))-classes, if there exist functions β0 ∈ KL and γ0, γ1 ∈ K such that the solution of (1)
satisfies for any T > 0:∫
Ω
pΦ1(|w(x, T )|) dx ≤β0
(∫
Ω
pΦ1(|w
0|) dx, T
)
+ γ0(I(d, ∂Ω)) + γ1(I(f,Ω)),
2 see [1, Chapter 8] for a definition of “N -function”.
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where for a certain set ω and a measurable function v, we denote I(v, ω) :=
(∫ T
0
(∫
ω
Φ2(|v|) dx
)q
dt
) 1
q
. Furthermore, Sys-
tem (1) is said to be exponentialLq-ISS in weightedKΦ1-class w.r.t. disturbances d and f from, respectively, theL
q
loc(R+;KΦ2(∂Ω))-
andL
q
loc(R+;KΦ2(Ω))-classes, if there are constantsM0, λ > 0 such that β0(r, T ) = M0r e
−λT for all T, r ≥ 0. Particularly,
we omit the term “weighted” when p ≡ 1.
Definition 2.3 Let Φ1,Φ2 be two N -functions satisfying ∆2-condition
3 . For q ∈ [1,+∞], System (1) is said to be Lq-ISS
in LΦ1-norm w.r.t. boundary and in-domain disturbances d and f from, respectively, the L
q
loc(R+; L
Φ2(∂Ω))- and Lqloc(R+;
LΦ2(Ω))-spaces, if there exist functions β0 ∈ KL and γ0, γ1 ∈ K such that the solution of (1) satisfies for any T > 0:
‖w(·, T )‖LΦ1(Ω) ≤β0
(
‖w0‖LΦ1(Ω), T
)
+ γ0
(
‖d‖Lq((0,T );LΦ2(∂Ω))
)
+ γ1
(
‖f‖Lq((0,T );LΦ2(Ω))
)
.
Furthermore, System (1) is said to be exponential Lq-ISS in LΦ1-norm w.r.t. boundary and in-domain disturbances d and
f from, respectively, the L
q
loc(R+;L
Φ2(∂Ω))- and Lqloc(R+;L
Φ2(Ω))-spaces, if there are constants M0, λ > 0 such that
β0(r, T ) = M0r e
−λT for all T, r ≥ 0.
2.2 Basic assumptions
We make the following structural assumptions.
Assumption 1
(A1-1) a ≤ a(x, t) ≤ a for all (x, t) ∈ Ω× R≥0, where a, a are positive constants.
(A1-2)
(
|h| + |ht| + |hs| + (1 + |η|)
n∑
i=1
|hηi |
)∣∣
(x,t,s,η)
≤ µ1(|s|)(1 + |η|
2) for all (x, t, s, η) ∈ Ω × R≥0 × R × R
n with
η = (η1, η2, ..., ηn), where µ1 ∈ C(R≥0;R≥0) is an increasing function.
(A1-3)
( n∑
i=1
|gxi | + |gs|+ |gss|
)∣∣
(x,t,s)
≤ µ2(|s|) for all (x, t, s) ∈ Ω× R≥0 × R, where µ2 ∈ C(R≥0;R+) is an increasing
function satisfying
∫ +∞
0
1
µ2(s)
ds =∞.
(A1-4)−ψ(x, t, s)s ≤ µ3(x, t)(s
2 + 1) for all (x, t, s) ∈ ∂Ω× R≥0 × R, where µ3 ∈ C(∂Ω× R≥0;R).
Assumption 2
(A2-1)−h(x, t, s, η)s ≤ µ(x, t)s2 for all (x, t, s, η) ∈ Ω× R+ × R× R
n, where µ ∈ C(Ω× R≥0;R).
(A2-2) There exists a constant s0 > 0 and a function g0 ∈ C(Ω × R≥0;R) such that |g(x, t, s)| ≤ |g0(x, t)||s| for all
(x, t, s) ∈ Ω× R+ × [−s0, s0].
(A2-3) There exists a constant c ≥ 0 such that
c ≤ c− div b− µ, ∀(x, t) ∈ Ω× R+. (4)
Assumption 3 For the problem with the Robin or Neumann boundary condition (2):
(A3-1) g(x, t, s)s · divm ≤ 0 for all (x, t, s) ∈ Ω× R+ × R.
(A3-2) ψ0(x, t) := inf
s∈R\{0}
ψ(x,t,s)+sb·ν+g(x,t,s)m·ν
s
exists and ψ0 ≥ ψ0 for all (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω×R+, where ψ0 ≥ 0 is a constant.
Assumption 3’ For the problem with the Dirichlet boundary condition (3):
(A3’-1) g andm satisfy g(x, t, s)s · div(pm) ≤ 0 for all (x, t, s) ∈ Ω× R≥0 × R, where p ∈ C
2(Ω) ∩C1(Ω) satisfies:
div(a∇p) + b · ∇p ≤ −p0, (x, t) ∈ Ω× R+, (5a)
p = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω, (5b)
with certain constant p0 ≥ 0.
(A3’-2) ψ(x, t, s) = ψ1(x, t)ψ2(s) for all (x, t, s) ∈ ∂Ω×R≥0×R, where ψ1 ≥ ψ1 > 0 for all (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω×R≥0 with some
positive constant ψ1, and ψ2 is a strictly increasing and continuous function defined on R.
3 see [1, Chapter 8] for a definition of “∆2-condition”.
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We also impose the following compatibility conditions for the existence of a classical solution of system (1).
Assumption 4
(A4) B[w0](x, t) = d(x, t) for all (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω× {0}.
Remark 2.1 Below are some remarks on the structural conditions.
(i) System (1) contains the generalized Ginzburg-Landau equation if h(x, t, w,∇w) ≡ c1w + c2w
3 + c3w
5 with c1 ∈ R and
c2, c3 ∈ R≥0 (see, e.g., [9]). Particularly, it contains the Chafee-Infante equation if c1 ∈ R−, c2 ∈ R≥0 and c3 = 0.
(ii) System (1) contains also the n-dimensional generalized Burgers equation if m ≡ (1, 1, ...., 1) and g(x, t, w) ≡ 1
q
wq
with a positive integer q (see, e.g., [30,41]). For example, let n = 1, Ω = (0, 1), q = 2, a ≡ 1, b ≡ 0, c ≡ 1, h ≡ 0 and
ψ(x, t, s) = K(s+ s3) withK ≥ 12 , System (1) with the Robin boundary condition (2) becomes
wt + wxx + w + wwx = f(x, t), (x, t) ∈ (0, 1)× R+,
wx(1, t) +K(w + w
3) = d(1, t), t ∈ R+,
wx(0, t)−K(w + w
3) = −d(0, t), t ∈ R+,
w(x, 0) = w0(x), x ∈ (0, 1).
Note that in (A3-2):
ψ0(i, t) = inf
s∈R\{0}
K(s+ s3) + 12s
2 · (−1)i+1
s
≥ K −
1
2
≥ 0, i = 0, 1.
Besides, it is easy to check that all the structural conditions in Assumption 2 and (A3-1) in Assumption 3 are satisfied.
(iii) Applying the comparison principle of elliptic equations to (5) (for fixed t ∈ R+), it follows that p ≥ 0 in Ω. It is worthy
noting that if g(x, t, s) is odd in s orm ≡ 0, there always exists p ∈ C2(Ω) ∩ C1(Ω) satisfying (5) so that (A3’-1) is satisfied
trivially.
Noting Assumption 1, 4 and (A3’-2), one may verify that all the conditions of Theorem A.1 in Appendix A are satisfied for (1)
with the boundary condition (2) or (3). Thus, we present first the following result on the well-posedness and omit the details of
the proof.
Proposition 2.1 Under the Assumption 1 and 4 (or Assumption 1, 4 and (A3’-2)), System (1) with the Robin or Neumann
boundary condition (2) (or the Dirichlet boundary condition (3)) admits a unique solution w ∈ C2,1(QT ) ∩ C(QT ) for any
T > 0.
Remark 2.2 Below are some remarks on the assumptions for the well-posedness.
(i) Assumption 1, 4 and (A3’-2) are only used for existence and regularity assessment of solutions to (1). Particularly, As-
sumption 4 is used to assure that w is continuous on the boundary of QT , which is not necessary for ISS analysis. Indeed,
Assumption 2, 3 (or 3’) and (A1-1) are used for the establishment of ISS estimates in different norms or classes for System (1)
with different boundary disturbances.
(ii) Assumption 4 is imposed mainly for the following reasons:
• In general, in order to establish ISS estimates in different norms, one needs to define different solutions for PDE systems with
different inputs. Since the aim of this paper is to introduce the method of using approximations of Lyapunov functions for
establishing ISS estimates in different norms for nonlinear PDEs with inputs, e.g., d, f , andw0, belonging to different spaces,
for simplicity, we consider only the classical solutions of (1) under Assumption 4, so that every integration or derivative
appearing in this paper makes a sense naturally.
• If d, f , and w0 are smooth enough, one may remove Assumption 4 and consider a weak solution of (1) for some T > 0 (with
more restrictions, the weak solution can exist globally) in Sobolev spaces as shown in [2]. However, further arguments are
needed for the existence of a weak solution in the setting of Orlicz spaces, which will be provided in our future work.
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• One may also remove Assumption 4 and consider a smooth solution of (1) for the establishment of ISS estimates in different
norms. In this case, more restrictions on the growth of h, g in s in (A1-2) and (A1-3) are needed as in [18, Theorem 6.7,
Chapter V] for the existence of a smooth solution, which is continuous over QT , but not continuous on ∂Ω× {0}. Since no
any other conditions are imposed on the growth of h, g as in [18, Theorem 6.7, Chapter V], the approach proposed in this
paper may be applied to a wider class of nonlinear parabolic PDEs having a general form.
(iii) It should be mentioned that if w0 and d satisfy the condition in Assumption 4, the “ISS estimates” obtained in this paper
are only in terms of such specialw0 and d in a certain class as indicated in, e.g., [25,16], which are not the ISS properties in the
sense that w0 and d should be arbitrary in certain spaces. Nevertheless, as mentioned above, it is still necessary to show how
to apply the approximation of Lyapunov functions to establish ISS estimates in different norms, particularly in L1-norm, for
nonlinear PDEs by the Lyapunov method, which is the main goal of this paper. Besides, we can consider the entropy solution
or renormalized solution and establish ISS estimates in L1-norm for (1) with w0 and d from L1-space as discussed in Section
5.3.
2.3 Constructing approximations of Lyapunov functions
To apply the Lyapunov method for ISS analysis, we define a convex function that will be used throughout this paper, i.e., for
any τ ∈ R+, let
ρτ (s) =

|s|, |s| ≥ τ,
−
s4
8τ3
+
3s2
4τ
+
3τ
8
, |s| < τ.
(6)
It is easy to check that ρτ (s) is C
2-continuous in s and satisfies for any s ∈ R:
ρ′τ (0) = 0, 0 ≤ |s| ≤ ρτ (s), |ρ
′
τ (s)| ≤ 1, 0 ≤ ρ
′′
τ (s), 0 ≤ ρτ (s)−
3τ
8
≤ ρ′τ (s)s ≤ ρτ (s) ≤ |s|+
3τ
8
. (7a)
Fixing τ > 0, define Vτ (w) :=
∫
Ω
ρτ (w) dx. By (7), we find that
max
{
3
8
τ |Ω|, ‖w‖L1(Ω)
}
≤ Vτ (w) ≤ ‖w‖L1(Ω) +
3
8
τ |Ω|.
It is noted that Vτ (w) is a coercive functional since Vτ (w) ≥ ‖w‖L1(Ω) and Vτ (w) → +∞ as ‖w‖L1(Ω) → +∞. However,
Vτ (w) cannot be taken as a Lyapunov function candidate because Vτ (0) =
∫
Ω
ρτ (0) dx =
3
8τ |Ω| > 0. On the other hand, it
follows from the Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem that Vτ (w) →
∫
Ω |w| dx as τ → 0
+ for anyw ∈ L1(Ω). Thus,
Vτ (w) can be seen as an approximation of the coercive Lyapunov function candidate V (w) :=
∫
Ω |w| dx.
Based on this idea, in this paper, we construct different approximations of Lyapunov functions based on ρτ (·) given in (6) for
the establishment of ISS estimates in different norms or classes for the considered PDEs with different boundary disturbances
from different spaces or classes. Specifically, letting τ > 0 be small enough and Φ be a certain Young function:
(i) for the Lq-ISS (q ∈ [1,+∞]), or the LΦ-ISS, in L1-norm of System (1) with Robin or Neumann boundary disturbances
from Lq-space, or LΦ-space, we choose
∫
Ω ρτ (w) dx as an approximation of the coercive Lyapunov function candidate∫
Ω
|w| dx;
(ii) for the Lq-ISS (q ∈ [1,+∞]), or the LΦ-ISS, in weighted L1-norm (with a weighting function p) of System (1) with
Dirichlet boundary disturbances from Lq-space, or LΦ-space, we choose
∫
Ω
pρτ (w) dx as an approximation of the non-
coercive Lyapunov function candidate
∫
Ω p|w| dx;
(iii) for the Lq-ISS (q ∈ [1,+∞]) in LΦ-norm (or KΦ-class) of System (1) with Robin or Neumann boundary disturbances
from LΦ-space (or KΦ-class), we choose
∫
Ω Φ(ρτ (w)) dx as an approximation of the coercive Lyapunov function can-
didate
∫
ΩΦ(|w|) dx;
(iv) for the Lq-ISS (q ∈ [1,+∞]) in weighted LΦ-norm (or weighted KΦ-class, with a weighting function p) of System (1)
with Dirichlet boundary disturbances from LΦ-space (orKΦ-class), we choose
∫
Ω pΦ(ρτ (w)) dx as an approximation of
the non-coercive Lyapunov function candidate
∫
Ω
pΦ(|w|) dx.
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3 Lq-ISS (q ∈ [1,+∞]) in L1-norm or weighted L1-norm
3.1 Lq-ISS in L1-norm for nonlinear parabolic PDEs with Robin or Neumann boundary disturbances
For System (1) with the Robin or Neumann boundary condition (2), we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1 Suppose that Assumption 1, 2, 3 and 4 hold. For any constant q ∈ [1,+∞] and q′ = q
q−1 , the following
statements hold true:
(i) System (1) with the Robin or Neumann boundary condition (2) has the following L1-estimate for all T > 0:
‖w(·, T )‖L1(Ω) ≤ e
−cT ‖w0‖L1(Ω) + ‖d‖L1((0,T );L1(∂Ω)) + ‖f‖L1((0,T );L1(Ω)). (8)
Furthermore, if c > 0 in (A2-3), then System (1) with the Robin or Neumann boundary condition (2) is exponential Lq-ISS in
L1-norm w.r.t. boundary and in-domain disturbances d and f having the following estimate for all T > 0:
‖w(·, T )‖L1(Ω) ≤ e
−cT ‖w0‖L1(Ω) +
(
1
cq′
) 1
q′
‖d‖Lq((0,T );L1(∂Ω)) +
(
1
cq′
) 1
q′
‖f‖Lq((0,T );L1(Ω)). (9)
(ii) Suppose that c = 0 in (A2-3) and ψ0 > 0 in (Ψ0). If there exist j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} and constants b ∈ R,m ∈ R≥0 such that
b ≤
bj + axj
a
, ∀(x, t) ∈ Ω× R+, (10)
−mjg(x, t, s)s ≤ 0, ∀(x, t, s) ∈ Ω× R+ × R (or, divm 6= 0 with
∣∣∣∣ mjdivm
∣∣∣∣ ≤ m, ∀(x, t) ∈ Ω× R+), (11)
then System (1) with the Robin or Neumann boundary condition (2) is exponential Lq-ISS in L1-norm w.r.t. boundary and
in-domain disturbances d and f having the following estimate for all T > 0:
‖w(·, T )‖L1(Ω) ≤Ck,l e
−̂cT ‖w0‖L1(Ω) + Ck,l
(
1
ĉq′
) 1
q′
‖d‖Lq((0,T );L1(∂Ω)) + Ck,l
(
1
ĉq′
) 1
q′
‖f‖Lq((0,T );L1(Ω)), (12)
where
ĉ =
al e−ld
k + eld
(
l + b−
2
k
l eld
)
> 0, Ck,l =
k + eld
k + e−ld
= 1 +
e−ld+eld
k + e−ld
> 0, (13a)
with any constants l, k satisfying l > max{0,−b} and k > max{ 2l e
ld
l+b ,
al eld
ψ0
} (or, k > max{ 2l e
ld
l+b , 2l e
ldm, al e
ld
ψ0
}).
Remark 3.1 The parameters ĉ and Ck,l in Theorem 3.1 (ii) are uniformly bounded in l and k. Indeed, letting l → +∞ (and
thus k → +∞), we have ĉ→ 0 and Ck,l → 1. We deduce that there must be a positive constant C0 suth that 0 < ĉ < C0 and
1 < Ck,l < 1 + C0 for all l > max{0,−b} and k > max{
2l eld
l+b ,
al eld
ψ0
} (or, k > max{ 2l e
ld
l+b , 2l e
ldm, al e
ld
ψ0
}). Therefore,
Ck,l ·
(
1
ĉq′
) 1
q′ is uniformly bounded in l and k with fixed q ∈ [1,+∞).
Remark 3.2 Compared with Theorem 3.1 (i), the positivity of c is weakened in Theorem 3.1 (ii). Therefore, in order to obtain
an ISS estimate, it is natural to make more restrictions on a, b,m and ψ. If ψ0(x, t) ≡ 0, the result in Theorem 3.1 (ii) may
fail to hold. For example, let c = h = ψ = g = 0, b =m = 0 and w0 be a non-zero constant, it is obvious that w = w0 is the
solution of (1) for f = d = 0. However, w = w0 does not tend to zero in any norm when t → +∞. Therefore, (1) is not ISS
w.r.t. d and f .
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (i): For any T > 0, let w be the solution of the following equation:
Lt[w](x, t) +N [w](x, t) = f(x, t), (x, t) ∈ QT , (14a)
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B[w](x, t) = d(x, t), (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω× (0, T ), (14b)
w(x, 0) = w0(x), x ∈ Ω, (14c)
where B[w] is given in (2). For any τ small enough (e.g., 0 < τ < s0), we choose
∫
Ω
ρτ (w) dx as an approximation of the
coercive Lyapunov function candidate
∫
Ω
|w| dx. By direct computations, we have
d
dt
∫
Ω
ρτ (w) dx
=
∫
∂Ω
aρ′τ (w)
∂w
∂ν
dS −
∫
Ω
aρ′′τ (w)|∇w|
2 dx−
∫
Ω
cwρ′τ (w) dx−
∫
Ω
(b · ∇w)ρ′τ (w) dx−
∫
Ω
(m · ∇(g(x, t, w)))ρ′τ (w) dx
−
∫
Ω
h(x, t, w,∇w)ρ′τ (w) dx+
∫
Ω
fρ′τ (w) dx. (15)
We estimate the right hand side of (15). First, we have∫
∂Ω
aρ′τ (w)
∂w
∂ν
dS =
∫
∂Ω
ρ′τ (w)(d − ψ(x, t, w)) dS ≤
∫
∂Ω
|ρ′τ (w)||d| dS −
∫
∂Ω
ρ′τ (w)ψ(x, t, w) dS. (16)
By (7), it follows that
−
∫
Ω
cwρ′τ (w) dx =
∫
Ω∩{−c≥0}
−cwρ′τ (w) dx+
∫
Ω∩{−c<0}
−cwρ′τ (w) dx
≤
∫
Ω∩{−c≥0}
−cρτ (w) dx+
∫
Ω∩{−c<0}
−c
(
ρτ (w) −
3
8
τ
)
dx
=−
∫
Ω
cρτ (w) dx+
3
8
τ
∫
Ω∩{−c<0}
c dx
≤−
∫
Ω
cρτ (w) dx+
3
8
τ
∫
Ω
|c| dx. (17)
We deduce from Green formulas and (7) that
−
∫
Ω
(b · ∇w)ρ′τ (w) dx =−
∫
Ω
b · ∇(ρτ (w)) dx =
∫
Ω
ρτ (w) div b dx−
∫
∂Ω
ρτ (w)b · ν dS
≤
∫
Ω
ρτ (w) div b dx−
∫
∂Ω∩{b·ν≥0}
wρ′τ (w)b · ν dS −
∫
∂Ω∩{b·ν<0}
(
wρ′τ (w) +
3
8
τ
)
b · ν dS
≤
∫
Ω
ρτ (w) div b dx−
∫
∂Ω
wρ′τ (w)b · ν dS +
3
8
τ
∫
∂Ω
|b| dS. (18)
Similarly, it follows that
−
∫
Ω
h(x, t, w,∇w)ρ′τ (w) dx =
∫
Ω{w 6=0}
−h(x, t, w,∇w)w ·
ρ′τ (w)
w
dx
≤
∫
Ω{w 6=0}
µw2 ·
ρ′τ (w)
w
dx
≤
∫
Ω
µρτ (w) dx+
3
8
τ
∫
Ω
|µ| dx. (19)
By integration by parts formula and noting (A3-1), we have
−
∫
Ω
(m · ∇(g(x, t, w)))ρ′τ (w) dx
=−
∫
∂Ω
g(x, t, w)ρ′τ (w)m · ν dS +
∫
Ω
g(x, t, w)ρ′′τ (w)∇w ·m dx+
∫
Ω
g(x, t, w)ρ′τ (w) divm dx
9
=−
∫
∂Ω
g(x, t, w)ρ′τ (w)m · ν dS +
∫
Ω
g(x, t, w)ρ′′τ (w)∇w ·m dx+
∫
Ω∩{w 6=0}
1
w2
· g(x, t, w)w · ρ′τ (w)w · divm dx
≤−
∫
∂Ω
g(x, t, w)ρ′τ (w)m · ν dS +
∫
Ω
|g(x, t, w)|ρ′′τ (w)|∇w||m| dx
≤−
∫
∂Ω
g(x, t, w)ρ′τ (w)m · ν dS +
1
4a
∫
Ω
|g(x, t, w)|2ρ′′τ (w)|m|
2 dx+ a
∫
Ω
ρ′′τ (w)|∇w|
2 dx, (20)
with ∫
Ω
|g(x, t, w)|2ρ′′τ (w)|m|
2 dx ≤
∫
Ω
|g0(x, t)|
2|w|2ρ′′τ (w)|m|
2 dx
≤
(
max
QT
(|g0||m|)
2
)
·
∫
Ω
|w|2ρ′′τ (w) dx
≤
3
2τ
(
max
QT
(|g0||m|)
2
)
·
∫
Ω∩{|w|≤τ}
|w|2
(
1−
w
τ
)
dx
≤
3τ
2
|Ω|max
QT
(|g0||m|)
2. (21)
By (A3-2) and (7), it follows that∫
∂Ω
(ψ + wb · ν + gm · ν)ρ′τ (w) dS =
∫
∂Ω∩{w 6=0}
ρ′τ (w)w ·
ψ + wb · ν + gm · ν
w
dS ≥ 0. (22)
It is obvious that∫
Ω
ρ′τ (w)f dx ≤
∫
Ω
|f | dx. (23)
From (15) to (23), we get
d
dt
∫
Ω
ρτ (w) dx ≤−
∫
Ω
(c− µ− div b)ρτ (w) dx+
∫
∂Ω
|d| dS +
∫
Ω
|f | dx
+
3τ
8
(∫
Ω
(|c|+ |µ|) dx+
1
a
|Ω|max
QT
((|g0||m|)
2 + |b|2)
)
≤− c
∫
Ω
ρτ (w) dx+A1(t) +A2(t) +B(t)τ, (24)
where
A1(t) =
∫
∂Ω
|d| dS,A2(t) =
∫
Ω
|f | dx,B(t) =
3
8
(∫
Ω
(|c|+|µ|) dx+
∫
∂Ω
|b| dS+
|Ω|
a
max
QT
(|g0||m|)
2
)
. (25)
If c > 0, applying Gronwall’s inequality to (24) and using Ho¨lder’s inequality, we obtain∫
Ω
ρτ (w(x, T )) dx
≤ e−cT
∫
Ω
ρτ (w
0) dx+
∫ T
0
(A1(t) +A2(t) +B(t)τ) e
−c(T−t) dt (26)
≤ e−cT
∫
Ω
ρτ (w
0) dx+
(
2∑
i=1
‖Ai‖Lq(0,T )+τ‖B‖Lq(0,T )
)
‖ e−c(T−·)‖Lq′ (0,T )
≤ e−cT
∫
Ω
ρτ (w
0) dx+
(
2∑
i=1
‖Ai‖Lq(0,T ) + τ‖B‖Lq(0,T )
)(
1
cq′
) 1
q′
, (27)
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where q′ = q
q−1 with q ∈ [1,+∞]. Letting τ → 0, we get (9). If c ≥ 0, then (8) is a direct consequence of (26). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (ii): Let β(x) = k + elxj , where k, l are positive constants which will be chosen later. Define the
following quantities:
b̂ = b−
2a
β
∇β, ĉ = c+
1
β
b · ∇β −
1
β
div(a∇β),
ĥ(x, t, s, η) =
1
β
h(x, t, βs, βη + s∇β), µ̂(x, t) = µ(x, t),
m̂ =
1
β
m, ĝ(x, t, s) = g(x, t, βs), f̂ =
1
β
f, d̂ =
1
β
d,
ŵ0 =
1
β
w0, ψ̂(x, t, s) =
1
β
as(∇β · ν) +
1
β
ψ(x, t, βs),
Î(s) =
ψ̂(x, t, s) + sb̂ · ν + ĝ(x, t, s)m · ν
s
,
L̂t[v] = vt − div(a∇v) + b̂∇v + ĉv,
N̂ [v] = ĥ(x, t, v,∇v) + m̂ · ∇(ĝ(x, t, v)).
Putting w = vβ into (14) and after some algebraic reduction, we obtain the following equation:
L̂t[v](x, t) + N̂ [v](x, t) = f̂(x, t), (x, t) ∈ QT , (28a)
a
∂v
∂ν
+ ψ̂(x, t, v) = d̂(x, t), (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω× (0, T ), (28b)
v(x, 0) = ŵ0(x), x ∈ Ω. (28c)
For the above system, it is easy to check that conditions (A2-1), (A2-2) in Assumption 2 are satisfied (with a certain s0
depending on β).
Based on the result of Theorem 3.1 (i), it suffices to find a constant ĉ > 0 such that ĉ− µ̂ − div b̂ ≥ ĉ > 0 satisfying (A3-1)
and (A3-2) in Assumption 3 for System (28).
To this aim, we first choose l > max{0,−b}, k > 2l e
ld
l+b and deduce from (10) that
ĉ− div b̂− µ̂ =c− div b− µ+
1
β
(b · ∇β − div(a∇β)) + 2 div
(
a∇β
β
)
=c− div b− µ+
1
β
(b · ∇β + div(a∇β)) −
2a
β2
|∇β|2
=c− div b− µ+
a
β
l elxj
(
bj + axj
a
+ l −
2
β
l elxj
)
≥
a
β
l e−ld
(
l + b−
2
β
l eld
)
≥
al e−ld
k + eld
(
l + b−
2
k
l eld
)
:=ĉ > 0, ∀(x, t) ∈ Ω× R+.
Note that according to (11), if −mjg(x, t, s)s ≤ 0 for all (x, t, s) ∈ Ω × R+ × R, we deduce from (A3-1) and β > 0, l > 0
that
ĝ(x, t, s)s · div m̂ = g(x, t, βs)(βs) ·
1
β
(
−
l elxj
β
mj + divm
)
≤ 0, ∀(x, t, s) ∈ Ω× R+ × R. (29)
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If divm 6= 0 with |
mj
div m | ≤ m for all (x, t, s) ∈ Ω×R+, we choose β ≥ 2l e
ldm, which leads to | −
l elxj mj
β
∣∣ ≤ 12 | divm|
for all (x, t) ∈ Ω × R+. It follows that
1
β
(
− l e
lxj
β
mj + div m
)
and div m have the same sign, which, along with (A3-1),
guarantees that (29) still hold. Hence, the structural condition (A3-1) is satisfied for (28).
Now in order to verify (A3-2), it suffices to prove that Î(s) ≥ 0 for all (x, t, s) ∈ ∂Ω × R+ × R \ {0}. Indeed, choosing
k > al e
ld
ψ0
, it follows that
Î(s) =
ψ(x, t, βs)+(βs)b·ν+g(x, t, βs)m·ν
βs
−
a(∇β ·ν)
β
≥ ψ0 −
al elxj
k + elxj
≥ ψ0 −
al eld
k
≥ 0.
By Theorem 3.1 (i), we have
‖v(·, T )‖L1(Ω) ≤ e
−̂cT ‖ŵ0‖L1(Ω) +
(
1
ĉq′
) 1
q′
· (‖d̂‖Lq((0,T );L1(∂Ω) + ‖f̂‖Lq((0,T );L1(Ω)),
for any constant q ∈ [1,+∞], where q′ = q
q−1 . Noting that w = βv, the desired result can be obtained. 
3.2 Lq-ISS in weighted L1-norm for nonlinear parabolic PDEs with Dirichlet boundary disturbances
For System (1) with the Dirichlet boundary condition (3), we have the following theorem, which gives weighted L1-estimates:
Theorem 3.2 Suppose that Assumption 1, 2, 3’ and 4 hold. For any constant q ∈ [1,+∞] and q′ = q
q−1 , the following
statements hold true:
(i) System (1) with the Dirichlet boundary condition (3) has the following weighted L1-estimate for all T > 0:
‖pw(·, T )‖L1(Ω) ≤ e
−cT ‖pw0‖L1(Ω) +
∥∥∥∥aψ−12 ( dψ1
)
· |∇p|
∥∥∥∥
L1((0,T );L1(∂Ω))
+ ‖pf‖L1((0,T );L1(Ω)),
where ψ−12 is the inverse of ψ2 in (A3’-2).
Furthermore, if c > 0 in (A2-3), the following L1-estimate holds for all T > 0:
‖pw(·, T )‖L1(Ω) ≤ e
−cT ‖pw0‖L1(Ω) +
(
1
cq′
) 1
q′
∥∥∥∥aψ−12 ( dψ1
)
·|∇p|
∥∥∥∥
Lq((0,T );L1(∂Ω))
+
(
1
cq′
) 1
q′
‖pf‖Lq((0,T );L1(Ω)). (30)
Particularly, if |ψ−12 (s)| ≤ C|s| with a certain constant C > 0 for all s ∈ R in (A3’-2), then System (1) with (3) is L
q-ISS in
weighted L1-norm w.r.t. boundary and in-domain disturbances d and f .
(ii) Suppose that c = 0 in (A2-3) and p0 > 0 in (A3’-1). If there exist j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} and constants b ∈ R,m ∈ R≥0 such
that (10) is satisfied and
− pmjg(x, t, s)s ≤ 0 , ∀(x, t, s) ∈ Ω× R+ × R (or, div(pm) 6= 0 with
∣∣∣∣ pmjdiv(pm)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ m, ∀(x, t) ∈ Ω× R+),
then System (1) with the Dirichlet boundary condition (3) has the following weighted L1-estimate for all T > 0:
‖pw(·, T )‖L1(Ω) ≤Ck,l e
−̂cT ‖pw0‖L1(Ω) + Ck,l
(
1
ĉq′
) 1
q′
∥∥∥∥aψ−12 ( dψ1
)
· |∇p|
∥∥∥∥
Lq((0,T );L1(∂Ω))
+ Ck,l
(
1
ĉq′
) 1
q′
‖pf‖Lq((0,T );L1(Ω)), (31)
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where ĉ and Ck,l are given by (13) with any constants l, k satisfying l > max{0,−b} and k > max{
2l eld
l+b ,
2al eld
p0
max
Ω
|pj |}
(or k > max{ 2l e
ld
l+b , 2l e
ldm, 2al e
ld
p0
max
Ω
|pj |}). Particularly, if |ψ
−1
2 (s)| ≤ C|s| with a certain constant C > 0 for all s ∈ R
in (A3’-2), then System (1) with (3) is Lq-ISS in weighted L1-norm w.r.t. boundary and in-domain disturbances d and f .
Remark 3.3 As pointed out in Remark 3.1, Ck,l ·
(
1
ĉq′
) 1
q′ in Theorem 3.2 (ii) is also uniformly bounded in l and k for fixed
q ∈ [1,+∞).
Proof of Theorem 3.2: We consider (14) with B[w] given by (3). As the proof can be proceeded in the same way as in that
for Theorem 3.1, we present only the main steps.
For Theorem3.2 (i), we choose
∫
Ω pρτ (w) dx as an approximation of the non-coerciveLyapunov function candidate
∫
Ω p|w| dx.
Indeed, taking pρ′τ (w) as a test function and by direct computations, we have
d
dt
∫
Ω
pρτ (w) dx =−
∫
∂Ω
aρτ (w)∇p · ν dS +
∫
Ω
ρτ (w) div(a∇p) dx−
∫
Ω
apρ′′τ (w)|∇w|
2 dx+
∫
Ω
ρτ (w) div(pb) dx
−
∫
Ω
cpwρ′τ (w) dx+
∫
Ω
pg(x, t, w)ρ′′τ (w)∇w ·m dx+
∫
Ω
g(x, t, w)ρ′τ (w) div(pm) dx
−
∫
Ω
ph(x, t, w,∇w)ρ′τ (w) dx+
∫
Ω
pfρ′τ(w) dx, (32)
where ∫
Ω
ρτ (w) div(pb) dx =
∫
Ω
ρτ (w)∇p · b dx+
∫
Ω
pρτ (w) div b dx, (33)
−
∫
Ω
cpwρ′τ (w) dx ≤−
∫
Ω
cpρτ (w) dx+
3
8
τ
∫
Ω
|c|p dx, (34)∫
Ω
pg(x, t, w)ρ′′τ (w)∇w ·m dx
≤
∫
Ω
p|g(x, t, w)|ρ′′τ (w)|m||∇w| dx
≤
3τ
8a
|Ω|max
QT
(p|g0|
2|m|2) + a
∫
Ω
pρ′′τ (w)|∇w|
2 dx, (35)
−
∫
Ω
ph(x, t, w,∇w)ρ′τ (w) dx ≤
∫
Ω
µpρτ (w) dx+
3
8
τ
∫
Ω
p|µ| dx, (36)∫
Ω
pρ′τ (w)f dx ≤
∫
Ω
p|f | dx. (37)
Note that by the boundary condition and (A3’-2), we have w = ψ−12
(
d
ψ1
)
on ∂Ω× (0, T ), which implies
−
∫
∂Ω
aρτ (w)∇p · ν dS ≤
∫
∂Ω
a ·
(
(ρτ ◦ ψ
−1
2 )
(
d
ψ1
))
· |∇p| dS. (38)
From (32) to (38), and noting (A3’-1) and (A2-3), we deduce that
d
dt
∫
Ω
pρτ (w) dx ≤a
∫
Ω
pρ′′τ (w)|∇w|
2 dx−
∫
Ω
apρ′′τ (w)|∇w|
2 dx+
∫
Ω
ρτ (w)(div(a∇p) +∇p · b) dx
+
∫
Ω
g(x, t, w)ρ′τ (w) div(pm) dx−
∫
Ω
pρτ (w)(c − µ− div b) dx
+
∫
∂Ω
a ·
(
(ρτ ◦ ψ
−1
2 )
(
d
ψ1
))
· |∇p| dS +
∫
Ω
p|f | dx
13
+
3
8
τ
(∫
Ω
p(|c|+ |µ|) dx+
1
a
|Ω|max
QT
(p|g0|
2|m|2)
)
≤− c
∫
Ω
pρτ (w) dx+A1(t) +A2(t) +B(t)τ, (39)
where
A1(t) =
∫
∂Ω
a ·
(
(ρτ ◦ ψ
−1
2 )
(
d
ψ1
))
· |∇p| dS,A2(t) =
∫
Ω
p|f | dx,
B(t) =
3
8
(∫
Ω
p(|c|+ |µ|) dx+
1
a
|Ω|max
QT
(p|g0|
2|m|2)
)
.
We prove Theorem 3.2 (i) only for the case of c > 0. Indeed, applying Gronwall’s inequality to (39) and according to (27), we
get (30). Moreover, it is obvious that the statement of Theorem 3.2 (i) holds true.
For Theorem 3.2 (ii), define β, b̂, ĉ, ĉ, ĥ(x, t, s, η), µ̂, m̂, ĝ, f̂ , ŵ0, v, L̂t[v], N̂ [v] as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (ii). Let d̂ = d
and ψ̂(x, t, s) = ψ1(x, t)ψ̂2(s) with ψ̂2(s) = ψ2(βs). Then we get
L̂t[v](x, t) + N̂(x, t) = f̂ , (x, t) ∈ QT , (40a)
ψ̂(x, t, v) = d̂, (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω× (0, T ), (40b)
v(x, 0) = ŵ0(x), x ∈ Ω. (40c)
Obviously, ψ1 ≥ ψ1 > 0 for all (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω× R≥0 with the constant ψ1, and ψ̂2(s) is increasing and continuous in s.
Now choose l > max{0,−b} and k > max{ 2l e
ld
l+b ,
2al eld
p0
max
Ω
|pj |} (or k > max{
2l eld
l+b , 2l e
ldm, 2al e
ld
p0
max
Ω
|pj |}). Proceed-
ing in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (ii), we obtain
ĝ(x, t, s)s · div(pm̂) ≤ 0, ∀(x, t, s) ∈ Ω× R+ × R,
and
div(a∇p) + b̂ · ∇p ≤ 0, (x, t) ∈ Ω× R+,
p = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω.
Thus, all the conditions in Assumption 3’ are satisfied. Applying Theorem 3.2 (i) to (40), we get
‖pv(·, T )‖L1(Ω) ≤ e
−̂cT ‖pw0‖L1(Ω) +
(
1
ĉq′
) 1
q′
∥∥∥∥aψ̂2−1
(
d̂
ψ1
)
· |∇p|
∥∥∥∥
Lq((0,T );L1(∂Ω))
+
(
1
ĉq′
) 1
q′
‖pf̂‖Lq((0,T );L1(Ω)),
which implies (31). 
4 ISS and iISS in the setting of Orlicz spaces or Orlicz classes
4.1 Orlicz classKΦ(ω) and Orlicz space L
Φ(ω)
In this section, we estimate solutions of (1) in the framework of Orlicz class or Orlicz space. First of all, let φ ∈ C(R≥0;R≥0)∩
C1(R+;R+) with φ(0) = 0 satisfy the Tolksdorf’s condition:
δ0 ≤
sφ′(s)
φ(s)
≤ δ1, ∀ s > 0, (41)
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where δ0, δ1 > 0 are constants.
The structural condition of φ was firstly introduced by Tolksdorf in 1983 [31], which is a natural generalization of the natural
conditions of Ladyzhenskaya and Ural’tseva in the existence and regularity theory of elliptic PDEs (see [22,24,33,35,36,38],
etc.). Some typical examples of φ include: (i) φ(s) = sq−1, ∀q > 1; (ii) φ(s) = ln(1 + c1s) + c2s, ∀c1, c2 > 0; (iii)
φ(s) = (ln(s+ c1))
c2sq−1, ∀c1 ≥ e, c2 > 0, q > 1. More examples can be found in [36].
Let Φ(s) =
∫ s
0
φ(τ) dτ . Under the assumption (41), Φ has the following properties.
Lemma 4.1 The following results hold true:
(i) min{kδ0 , kδ1}φ(s) ≤ φ(ks) ≤ max{kδ0 , kδ1}φ(s), ∀k, s ≥ 0;
(ii) Φ is C2-continuous on (0,+∞) and convex on [0,+∞);
(iii) 11+δ1 sφ(s) ≤ Φ(s) ≤
1
1+δ0
sφ(s), ∀s ≥ 0;
(iv) 1+δ01+δ1 min{k
1+δ0 , k1+δ1}Φ(s) ≤ Φ(ks) ≤ 1+δ11+δ0×max{k
1+δ0 , k1+δ1}Φ(s), ∀k, s ≥ 0.
Proof: It is obvious that (ii) holds true. The proofs of (i) and (iii) are provided in [22] and [36], respectively. Finally, (iv) is a
consequence of (i) and (iii). 
Obviously,Φ is aN -function and satisfies∆2-condition. Associated with the N -functionΦ, we recall the definitions of Orlicz
class and Orlicz space, which can be found in [1, Chapter 8]. Let ω be an bounded domain inRn orRn−1 orR. The Orlicz class
KΦ(ω) is the set of all measurable functions u defined on ω that satisfy
∫
ω
Φ(|u(y)|) dy < +∞. The Orlicz space LΦ(ω) is the
linear hull of the Orlicz classKΦ(ω), which is a Banach space w.r.t. the Luxemburg norm defined on L
Φ(ω), i.e., ‖u‖LΦ(ω) =
inf
{
k > 0;
∫
ω
Φ
(
|u(y)|
k
)
dy ≤ 1
}
. It is worthy noting that LΦ(Ω) = Lq(Ω) for δ1 = δ0 = q − 1, q ∈ [1,+∞). As φ is
strictly increasing, we can define its inverse function φ−1. Let Φ˜(s) =
∫ s
0 φ
−1(τ) dτ for s ≥ 0, which is the complementary
N -function of Φ(s).
4.2 LΦ-ISS in L1-norm or weighted L1-norm for nonlinear parabolic PDEs with boundary disturbances
Theorem 4.1 For System (1) with the Robin or Neumann boundary condition (2), the following statements hold true:
(i) Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.1 (i), if c > 0 in (A2-3), then System (1) with the Robin or Neumann boundary
condition (2) is exponential LΦ-ISS in L1-norm w.r.t. boundary and in-domain disturbances d and f having the following
estimate for all T > 0:
‖w(·, T )‖L1(Ω) ≤ e
−cT ‖w0‖L1(Ω) + C(c, δ0, δ1)‖d‖LΦ((0,T );L1(∂Ω)) + C(c, δ0, δ1)‖f‖LΦ((0,T );L1(Ω)), (42)
where C(c, δ0, δ1) = 2 max
i∈{0,1}
{(
1
c
δ21
δ0(1+δ1)
Φ˜(1)
) 1
1+δi
}
is a positive constant.
(ii) Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.1 (ii), System (1) with the Robin or Neumann boundary condition (2) is
exponential LΦ-ISS in L1-norm w.r.t. boundary and in-domain disturbances d and f having the following estimate for all
T > 0:
‖w(·, T )‖L1(Ω) ≤ Ck,l e
−̂cT ‖w0‖L1(Ω) + Ck,lC
′ (̂c, δ0, δ1)‖d‖LΦ((0,T );L1(∂Ω)) + Ck,lC
′(̂c, δ0, δ1)‖f‖LΦ((0,T );L1(Ω)),
(43)
where ĉ, Ck,l are the same as in Theorem 3.1 (ii), C
′ (̂c, δ0, δ1) = 2 max
i∈{0,1}
{(
1
ĉ
δ21
δ0(1+δ1)
Φ˜(1)
) 1
1+δi
}
is a positive constant.
Theorem 4.2 For System (1) with the Dirichlet boundary condition (3), the following statements hold true:
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(i) Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.2 (i), if c > 0 in (A2-3), then System (1) with the Dirichlet boundary condition
(3) has the following weighted L1-estimate for all T > 0:
‖pw(·, T )‖L1(Ω) ≤ e
−cT ‖pw0‖L1(Ω) + C(c, δ0, δ1)
∥∥∥∥aψ−12 ( dψ1
)
· |∇p|
∥∥∥∥
LΦ((0,T );L1(∂Ω))
+ C(c, δ0, δ1)‖pf‖LΦ((0,T );L1(Ω)),
where ψ−12 is the inverse of ψ2 in (A3’-2), and C(c, δ0, δ1) is the same as in Theorem 4.1 (i). Furthermore, if |ψ
−1
2 (s)| ≤ C|s|
with a certain constant C > 0 for all s ∈ R in (A3’-2), then System (1) with (3) is LΦ-ISS in L1-norm w.r.t. boundary and
in-domain disturbances d and f .
(ii) Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.2 (ii), System (1) with the Dirichlet boundary condition (3) has the following
weighted L1-estimate for all T > 0:
‖pw(·, T )‖L1(Ω) ≤Ck,l e
−̂cT ‖pw0‖L1(Ω) + Ck,lC
′(̂c, δ0, δ1)
∥∥∥∥aψ−12 ( dψ1
)
· |∇p|
∥∥∥∥
LΦ((0,T );L1(∂Ω))
+ Ck,lC
′(̂c, δ0, δ1)‖pf‖LΦ((0,T );L1(Ω)),
where ĉ, Ck,l are the same as in Theorem 3.2 (ii), and C
′(̂c, δ0, δ1) is the same as in Theorem 4.1 (ii).
We only prove Theorem 4.1 (i). The proof of Theorem 4.1 (ii) and Theorem 4.2 can be proceeded in a similar way.
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (i): We choose
∫
Ω
ρτ (w) dx as an approximation of the coercive Lyapunov function candidate
∫
Ω
|w| dx.
It suffices to deduce from (26) and Ho¨lder’s inequality (Lemma C.4 (iii)) that
∫
Ω
ρτ (w(x, T )) dx ≤ e
−cT
∫
Ω
ρτ (w
0) dx+
∫ T
0
(
2∑
i=1
Ai(t) +B(t)τ
)
e−c(T−t)dt
≤2
(
2∑
i=1
‖Ai‖LΦ(0,T ) + τ‖B‖LΦ(0,T )
)
‖ e−c(T−·) ‖
LΦ˜(0,T )
+ e−cT
∫
Ω
ρτ (w
0) dx, (44)
where A1(t), A2(t) and B(t) are the same as in (25).
For t ∈ [0, T ], it follows from Lemma C.3 (i) that
Φ˜(e−c(T−t)) ≤
δ1(1 + δ0)
δ0(1 + δ1)
e−c(T−t)
(
1+ 1
δ1
)
Φ˜(1),
which gives
∫ T
0
Φ˜(e−c(T−t)) dt ≤
δ1(1 + δ0)
δ0(1 + δ1)
Φ˜(1)
∫ T
0
e−c(T−t)
(
1+ 1
δ1
)
dt ≤
δ21(1 + δ0)
cδ0(1 + δ1)2
Φ˜(1),
Noting Lemma C.4 (ii) and applying Lemma C.4 (i) to Φ˜, we claim that
‖ e−c(T−·) ‖
LΦ˜(0,T )
≤ max
i∈{0,1}
{(
1
c
δ21Φ˜(1)
δ0(1 + δ1)
) 1
1+δi
}
. (45)
By (44), (45) and letting τ → 0, we get (42). 
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4.3 Lq-ISS (q ∈ [1,+∞]) in LΦ-norm or weightedKΦ-class for nonlinear parabolic PDEs with boundary disturbances
In this subsection, for simplicity, we only consider ISS and L1-ISS of System (1) for g ≡ 0 and inputs w0, d, f fromKΦ-class
or LΦ-space. Without special statements, we replace (A2-3) in Assumption 2 and (A3-2) in Assumption 3 by, respectively, the
following conditions:
(A2-3’) There exists a constant c > 0 such that
c ≤ c− µ−max
{
div b
1 + δ0
,
div b
1 + δ1
}
, ∀(x, t) ∈ Ω× R+; (46)
(A3-2’) ψ0(x, t) := inf
s∈R\{0}
ψ(x,t,s)+smin
{
b·ν
1+δ0
, b·ν1+δ1
}
s
exists and ψ0 ≥ ψ0 for all (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × R+, where ψ0 > 0 is a
constant.
For ε > 0 small enough, let λ := c(1 + δ0)− ε > 0 and C(ε) :=
δ1(1+δ0)
δ0(1+δ1)
(
1+δ0
1+δ1
ε
)− 1+δ0
δ0(1+δ1)
.
For System (1) with the Robin or Neumann boundary condition (2), we have the following result.
Theorem 4.3 Suppose that Assumption 1, 2, 3, and 4 hold. For any q ∈ [1,+∞], System (1) (for g ≡ 0) with the Robin or
Neumann boundary condition (2) is exponentialLq-ISS inKΦ-class w.r.t. boundary and in-domain disturbances d and f from,
respectively, the L
q
loc(R+;KΦ(∂Ω))- and L
q
loc(R+;KΦ(Ω))-classes respectively, having the following estimate for all T > 0:∫
Ω
Φ(|w(x, T )|) dx ≤ e−λT
∫
Ω
Φ(|w0|) dx+C(ε)
(
1
λq′
)1
q′
(∫ T
0
(∫
∂Ω
Φ(|d|)dS
)q
dt
)1
q
+ C(ε)
(
1
λq′
) 1
q′
(∫ T
0
(∫
Ω
Φ(|f |) dS
)q
dt
)1
q
, (47)
which, along with Lemma C.4 (i), implies further that System (1)with the Robin or Neumann boundary condition (2) is exponen-
tial Lq-ISS in LΦ-norm w.r.t. boundary and in-domain disturbances d and f from L
q
loc(R+;KΦ(∂Ω))- and L
q
loc(R+;KΦ(Ω))-
classes respectively.
For System (1) with the Dirichlet boundary condition (3), we have the following result.
Theorem 4.4 Suppose that Assumption 1, 2, 3’ and 4 hold. For any q ∈ [1,+∞], System (1) (for g ≡ 0) with the Dirichlet
boundary condition (3) has the following weightedKΦ-estimate for all T > 0:∫
Ω
pΦ(|w(x, T )|) dx ≤
(
1
λq′
)1
q′
{(∫ T
0
(∫
∂Ω
a·
(
(Φ ◦ ψ−12 )
(
|d|
ψ1
))
·|∇p| dS
)q
dt
)1
q
+ C(ε)
1 + δ1
1 + δ0
(∫ T
0
(∫
Ω
max
i∈{0,1}
{|p|1+δi}Φ(|f |) dx
)q
dt
)1
q
}
+ e−λT
∫
Ω
pΦ(|w0|) dx. (48)
Furthermore, if |ψ−12 (s)| ≤ C|s| on R with a certain constant C > 0, then System (1) with (3) is exponential L
q-ISS in
weighted KΦ-class w.r.t. boundary and in-domain disturbances d and f from L
q
loc(R+;KΦ(∂Ω))- and L
q
loc(R+;KΦ(Ω))-
classes respectively.
Proof of Theorem 4.3: We consider (14) with B[w] given by (3). We proceed in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1
and only present the main steps.
We choose
∫
Ω
Φ(ρτ (w)) dx as an approximation of the coercive Lyapunov function candidate
∫
Ω
Φ(|w|) dx. Indeed, taking
φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w) as a test function and by direct computations, we have
d
dt
∫
Ω
Φ(ρτ (w)) dx =
∫
∂Ω
aφ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)∇w·ν dS−
∫
Ω
a
(
φ′(ρτ (w))(ρ
′
τ (w))
2 + φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′′
τ (w)
)
|∇w|2 dx
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−∫
Ω
cφ(ρτ (w))wρ
′
τ (w) dx−
∫
∂Ω
Φ(ρτ (w))b · ν dS +
∫
Ω
Φ(ρτ (w)) div b dx
−
∫
Ω
h(x, t, w,∇w)φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w) dx+
∫
Ω
fφ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w) dx. (49)
By (7), Lemma 4.1 (iii) and Lemma C.3 (ii, iii), it follows that∫
∂Ω
aφ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)∇w · ν dS =
∫
∂Ω
φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)d dS−
∫
∂Ω
φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)ψ(x, t, w) dS
≤
∫
∂Ω
φ(ρτ (w))|d| dS −
∫
∂Ω
φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)ψ(x, t, w) dS
≤ε
∫
∂Ω
Φ˜(φ(ρτ (w))) dS + C(ε)
∫
∂Ω
Φ(|d|) dS −
∫
∂Ω
φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)ψ(x, t, w) dS
≤εδ1
∫
∂Ω
Φ(ρτ (w)) dS + C(ε)
∫
∂Ω
Φ(|d|) dS −
∫
∂Ω
φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)ψ(x, t, w) dS
≤
εδ1
1 + δ0
∫
∂Ω
φ(ρτ (w))ρτ (w) dS + C(ε)
∫
∂Ω
Φ(|d|) dS
−
∫
∂Ω
φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)ψ(x, t, w) dS
≤
εδ1
1 + δ0
∫
∂Ω
φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)w dS +
3εδ1
8(1 + δ0)
τ
∫
∂Ω
φ(ρτ (w)) dS
+ C(ε)
∫
∂Ω
Φ(|d|) dS −
∫
∂Ω
φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)ψ(x, t, w) dS
≤εδ1
∫
∂Ω
Φ(ρτ (w)) dS + C(ε)
∫
∂Ω
Φ(|d|) dS
+
3εδ1
8(1 + δ0)
τ
∫
∂Ω
φ(ρτ (w)) dS
−
∫
∂Ω
φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)ψ(x, t, w) dS. (50)
By (A3-2’), Lemma 4.1 (iii) and (7), it follows that
−
∫
∂Ω
φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)ψ(x, t, w) dS =
∫
∂Ω∩{w 6=0}
φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)w ·
−ψ(x, t, w)
w
dS
≤
∫
∂Ω∩{w 6=0}
φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)w
(
min
i∈{0,1}
{
b·ν
1 + δi
}
− ψ0
)
dS
=
∫
∂Ω∩{b·ν≥0}
φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)w min
i∈{0,1}
{
b · ν
1 + δi
}
dS
+
∫
∂Ω∩{b·ν<0}
φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)w min
i∈{0,1}
{
b · ν
1 + δi
}
dS
− ψ0
∫
∂Ω
φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)w dS
≤
∫
∂Ω∩{b·ν≥0}
φ(ρτ (w))ρτ (w)
1 + δ1
b · ν dS +
∫
∂Ω∩{b·ν<0}
φ(ρτ (w))ρτ (w)
1 + δ0
b · ν dS
−
3
8
τ
∫
∂Ω∩{b·ν<0}
φ(ρτ (w))
b · ν
1 + δ0
dS − ψ0
∫
∂Ω
φ(ρτ (w))ρτ (w) dS
+
3
8
ψ0τ
∫
∂Ω
φ(ρτ (w)) dS
≤
∫
∂Ω
Φ(ρτ (w))b · ν dS − (1 + δ0)ψ0
∫
∂Ω
Φ(ρτ (w)) dS
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+
3
8
τ
∫
∂Ω
(
|b|
1 + δ0
+ ψ0
)
φ(ρτ (w)) dS. (51)
Similarly, we have
−
∫
Ω
cφ(ρτ (w))wρ
′
τ (w) dx−
∫
Ω
h(x, t, w,∇w)φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w) dx
≤−
∫
Ω
(c− µ)φ(ρτ (w))wρ
′
τ (w) dx+
3
8
τ
∫
Ω
(|c|+ |µ|)φ(ρτ (w)) dx
≤− c
∫
Ω
φ(ρτ (w))wρ
′
τ (w) dx−
∫
Ω
max
i∈{0,1}
{
div b
1 + δi
}
φ(ρτ (w))wρ
′
τ (w) dx+
3
8
τ
∫
Ω
(|c|+ |µ|)φ(ρτ (w)) dx
≤− c(1 + δ0)
∫
Ω
Φ(ρτ (w)) dx−
∫
Ω
Φ(ρτ (w)) div b dx+
3
8
τ
∫
Ω
(
| div b|
1 + δ0
+ |c|+ |µ|
)
φ(ρτ (w)) dx. (52)
Note that φ′(ρτ (w))(ρ
′
τ (w))
2 + φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′′
τ (w) ≥ 0 and∫
Ω
fφ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w) dx ≤
∫
Ω
|f |φ(ρτ (w)) dx
≤C(ε)
∫
Ω
Φ(|f |) dx+ ε
∫
Ω
Φ˜(φ(ρτ (w))) dx
≤C(ε)
∫
Ω
Φ(|f |) dx+ ε
∫
Ω
Φ(ρτ (w)) dx. (53)
From (49) to (53), we obtain
d
dt
∫
Ω
Φ(ρτ (w)) dx ≤ −(c(1 + δ0)− ε)
∫
Ω
Φ(ρτ (w)) dx+A(t) +B(t)τ,
where we chose ε > 0 small enough such that ε < min{ 1+δ0
δ1
ψ0, c(1 + δ0)}, and
A(t) =C(ε)
∫
∂Ω
Φ(|d|) dS + C(ε)
∫
Ω
Φ(|f |) dx,
B(t) =
3
8
∫
∂Ω
(
|b|+ δ1
1 + δ0
+ ψ0
)
φ(ρτ (w)) dS +
3
8
∫
Ω
(
| div b|
1 + δ0
+ |c|+ |µ|
)
φ(ρτ (w)) dx.
The rest part of the proof can be proceeded in the same way as in (27), and (47) can be obtained.
Finally, we show that System (1) with the Robin or Neumann boundary condition (2) is exponential Lq-ISS in LΦ-norm w.r.t.
boundary and in-domain disturbances d and f from L
q
loc(R+;KΦ(∂Ω))- and L
q
loc(R+;KΦ(Ω))-classes respectively. Indeed,
by Lemma C.4 (i), we have
‖w(·, T )‖LΦ(Ω) ≤
(
1 + δ1
1 + δ0
∫
Ω
Φ(|w(·, T )|) dx
) 1
1+δ0
+
(
1 + δ1
1 + δ0
∫
Ω
Φ(|w(·, T )|) dx
) 1
1+δ1
,∫
Ω
Φ(|w0|) dx ≤
1 + δ1
1 + δ0
(
‖w0‖1+δ0
LΦ(Ω)
+ ‖w0‖1+δ1
LΦ(Ω)
)
.
Then we get by (47) and the inequality (ξ1 + ξ2)
ǫ ≤ ξǫ1 + ξ
ǫ
2 (∀ξ1, ξ2 ∈ R+, ǫ ∈ [0, 1]) that
‖w(·, T )‖LΦ(Ω) ≤e
− λ1+δ1
T
1∑
i=0
(
1+δ1
1+δ0
) 2
1+δi(
‖w0‖1+δ0
LΦ(Ω)
+ ‖w0‖1+δ1
LΦ(Ω)
) 1
1+δi
+
1∑
i=0
(
1+δ1
1+δ0
C(ε)
(
1
λq′
)1
q′
) 1
1+δi
(∫ T
0
(∫
∂Ω
Φ(|d|)dS
)q
dt
) 1
q(1+δi)
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+1∑
i=0
(
1+δ1
1+δ0
C(ε)
(
1
λq′
)1
q′
) 1
1+δi
(∫ T
0
(∫
Ω
Φ(|f |)dS
)q
dt
) 1
q(1+δi)
,
which guarantees the exponential Lq-ISS of System (1) in LΦ-norm w.r.t. boundary and in-domain disturbances from from
L
q
loc(R+;KΦ(∂Ω))- and L
q
loc(R+;KΦ(Ω))-classes respectively. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4: We consider (14) with B[w] given by (3). As the proof can be proceeded in the same way as that for
Theorem 3.1, we only prove (48) and present the main steps.
We choose
∫
Ω pΦ(ρτ (w)) dx as an approximation of the non-coercive Lyapunov function candidate
∫
Ω pΦ(|w|) dx. Indeed,
taking pφ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w) as a test function and by direct computations, we have
d
dt
∫
Ω
pΦ(ρτ (w)) dx =−
∫
∂Ω
aΦ(ρτ (w))∇p · ν dS +
∫
Ω
Φ(ρτ (w)) div(a∇p) dx
−
∫
Ω
ap
(
φ(ρτ (w))(ρ
′
τ (w))
2 + φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′′
τ (w)
)
|∇w|2 dx
+
∫
Ω
Φ(ρτ (w)) div(pb) dx−
∫
Ω
cpφ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)w dx
−
∫
Ω
ph(x, t, w,∇w)φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w) dx+
∫
Ω
pfφ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w) dx, (54)
where ∫
Ω
Φ(ρτ (w)) div(pb) dx =
∫
Ω
Φ(ρτ (w))∇p · b dx+
∫
Ω
pΦ(ρτ (w)) div b dx, (55)
−
∫
Ω
cpφ(ρτ (w))wρ
′
τ (w) dx−
∫
Ω
ph(x, t, w,∇w)φ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w) dx
≤− c(1 + δ0)
∫
Ω
pΦ(ρτ (w)) dx−
∫
Ω
pΦ(ρτ (w)) div b dx+
3
8
τ
∫
Ω
p
(
| div b|
1 + δ0
+ |c|+ |µ|
)
φ(ρτ (w)) dx, (56)∫
Ω
pφ(ρτ (w))ρ
′
τ (w)f dx
≤C(ε)
∫
Ω
Φ(|pf |) dx+ ε
∫
Ω
Φ(ρτ (w)) dx
≤C(ε)
∫
Ω
1 + δ1
1 + δ0
max{|p|1+δ0 , |p|1+δ1}Φ(|f |) dx+ ε
∫
Ω
Φ(ρτ (w)) dx. (57)
Note that by the boundary condition and (A3’-2), we have w = ψ−12
(
d
ψ1
)
on ∂Ω× (0, T ), which implies
−
∫
∂Ω
aΦ(ρτ (w))∇p · ν dS ≤
∫
∂Ω
a ·
(
(Φ ◦ ρτ ◦ ψ
−1
2 )
(
d
ψ1
))
· |∇p| dS. (58)
From (54) to (58), and noting (A3’-1), we deduce that
d
dt
∫
Ω
pΦ(ρτ (w)) dx ≤−
(
c(1 + δ0)− ε
)∫
Ω
pΦ(ρτ (w)) dx+A(t)+B(t)τ, (59)
where
A(t) =
∫
∂Ω
a ·
(
(Φ ◦ ρτ ◦ ψ
−1
2 )
(
d
ψ1
))
· |∇p| dS + C(ε)
∫
Ω
1 + δ1
1 + δ0
max{|p|1+δ0 , |p|1+δ1}Φ(|f |) dx,
B(t) =
3
8
∫
Ω
p
(
| div b|
1 + δ0
+ |c|+ |µ|
)
φ(ρτ (w)) dx.
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Applying Gronwall’s inequality to (59) and letting τ → 0, we may get (48). 
Remark 4.1 With more specific arguments, the techniques presented here are still suitable for g satisfying |g(x, t, s)| ≤ g0|s|
for all (x, t, s) ∈ Ω×R+×R, where g0 is a constant. A typical example of such g is: g(x, t, s) = C1s+C2 ln(1 + s
2), where
C1, C2 are constants. Moreover, one can also conduct ISS analysis by using the technique of transforming for the case of c ≥ 0
in (A2-3’).
5 Further comments
5.1 Relaxation of Condition (A2-3)
It should be mentioned that although we restrict ourselves to c − div b − µ ≥ 0 (or c − µ −max
{
div b
1+δ0
, div b1+δ1
}
> 0) in this
paper, we can still establish ISS (or iISS) estimates for certain systems for which c− div b−µ (or c− µ−max{ div b1+δ0 ,
div b
1+δ1
})
may change its sign. For example, for System (1) with the Robin or Neumann boundary condition (2), we have the following
result.
Proposition 5.1 Suppose that Assumption 1, 3, 4 hold and conditions (A2-1), (A2-2) in Assumption 2 are satisfied. If a, b, c, µ
are independent of the second variable t andm ≡ 0, then system (1) with the Robin or Neumann boundary condition (2) is
exponential L1-ISS in L1-norm w.r.t. boundary and in-domain disturbances having the following estimate for all T > 0 and
any constant c > max{max
Ω
(c− div b− µ), 0}:
‖w(·, T )‖L1(Ω) ≤ e
‖u‖L∞(Ω) e−cT ‖w0‖L1(Ω) + e
‖u‖L∞(Ω) ‖d‖L1(∂Ω×(0,T )) + e
‖u‖L∞(Ω) ‖f‖L1(QT ),
where u ∈ C2(Ω) satisfies the elliptic equation (B.1) in Appendix B.
The proof of Proposition 5.1 is given in Appendix B.
Remark 5.1 In general, it is not an easy task to obtain the boundedness of u for the nonlinear elliptic equation (B.1). However,
it is possible to obtain the boundedness of the solution for some special equations. For example, let Ω = B1(0) and assume
that
K = 1, a(x) ≡ A(|x|), b = b0(|x|)x, div b− c+ µ+ c = B(|x|),
where A, b0 ∈ C
2(R≥0;R), B ∈ C
2(R≥0;R≥0) are given functions with A(1) = 1. It is expected to find a radially symmetric
solution u(x) = u(|x|) of System (B.1). Indeed, letting r = |x|, it follows that ∇u = ur
r
x,∆u = urr +
n−1
r
ur. Let Q(r) =
1
A
(
B −Ar +
(n−1)A
r
− b0r
)
. System (B.1) becomes:
urr = u
2
r +Q(r), r ∈ (0, 1), (60a)
ur(0) = 0, ur(1) + u(1) = 0, (60b)
which may be solvable for certain Q(r) as shown in Section 6.3.
5.2 A remark on ISS in weighted L1-norm for parabolic PDEs with Robin boundary conditions
In [16], the authors considered the following 1-D linear parabolic equation with L∞-Dirichlet disturbances:
wt − awxx + bwx + cw = f(x, t), (x, t) ∈ (0, 1)×R+, (61a)
w(0, t) = d0(t), w(1, t) = d1(t), t ∈ R+, (61b)
w(x, 0) = w0(x), x ∈ (0, 1), (61c)
where d0, d1, f, w
0 are given functions, and a > 0, b, c ∈ R are constants satisfying
c+ aπ2 +
b2
4a
> 0. (62)
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Under certain regularity and compatibility conditions on d0, d1, f , and w
0, and applying a finite-difference scheme for the
approximation of the solution of (61), the following ISS estimate in weighted L1-norm is obtained (see [16, Theorem 2.4]):
∫ 1
0
e−
bx
2a sin(πx)|w(x, T )| dx ≤
4a2π
4a2π2+b2+4ac
((
max
t∈[0,T ]
|d0(t)|
)
+e−
b
2a max
t∈[0,T ]
|d1(t)|
)
+
4a
4a2π2+b2+4ac
max
t∈[0,T ]
(
max
x∈[0,1]
|f(x, t)| e−
bx
2a sin(πx)
)
+e
−
(
aπ2+c+ b
2
4a
)
T
∫ 1
0
e−
bx
2a sin(πx)|w0(x)| dx,∀T >0. (63)
Meanwhile, it is claimed that (63) is only applicable to (61a) with Dirichlet boundary conditions ( see [16, page 1721]).
We would like to point out that if we replace (62) with the the following condition:
∃θ ∈
[
0,
π
2
)
s.t. c+ aθ2 +
b2
4a
> 0,
a similar ISS estimate in weighted L1-norm is applicable to (61a) with Robin boundary conditions. For example, let w be the
solution of (61a) with the following Robin boundary conditions for t ≥ 0:
wx(0, t)−Kw(0, t) = d0(t), wx(1, t) +Kw(1, t) =d1(t),
whereK > 0 is a sufficiently large constant. Let u = βw with β(x) = e−
bx
2a cos(θx) > 0. It is easy to check that u satisfies:
ut − auxx +Bux + Cu = F (x, t), (x, t) ∈ (0, 1)× R+,
ux(0, t)−K0u(0, t) = D0(t), t ∈ R+,
ux(1, t) +K1u(1, t) = D1(t), t ∈ R+,
u(x, 0) = u0(x), x ∈ (0, 1),
whereB = 2aβx
β
+b, C = c−bβx
β
+a
(
βxx
β
− 2
β2x
β2
)
, F = βf,K0 = K−
b
2a ,K1 = K+
b
2a+θ tan θ,Di(t) = β(i)di(t), i =
0, 1, and u0 = βw0.
By direct computations, we have C − div B = c − bβx
β
− aβxx
β
= c + aθ2 + b
2
4a := c > 0. Assume that K is large enough
such thatKi > 0, i = 0, 1. According to Theorem 3.1 (i), for any T > 0, we have (see (9)):
‖u(·, T )‖L1(0,1) ≤ e
−cT ‖u0‖L1(0,1) +
1
c
(
max
t∈[0,T ]
|β(0)d0(t)|+ max
t∈[0,T ]
|β(1)d1(t)|+ max
(x,t)∈[0,1]×[0,T ]
|β(x)f(x, t)|
)
.
Therefore, the following ISS estimate in weighted L1-norm holds:
∫ 1
0
e−
bx
2a cos(θx)|w(x, T )| dx ≤ e
−
(
aθ2+c+ b
2
4a
)
T
∫ 1
0
e−
bx
2a cos(θx)|w0(x)| dx
+
4a
4a2θ2+b2+4ac
(
max
t∈[0,T ]
|d0(t)|+e
− b2a max
t∈[0,T ]
|d1(t)|
)
+
4a
4a2θ2+b2+4ac
(
max
(x,t)∈[0,1]×[0,T ]
e−
bx
2a cos(θx)|f(x, t)|
)
.
Thus the results obtained in this paper can be seen as a complement of [16, Theorem 2.4].
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5.3 Remarks on the main results
Due to the restriction of the special approximations of Lyapunov functions constructed in this paper, the ISS or iISS estimates
for System (1) with Dirichlet boundary disturbances (3) involve weighted norms or weighted EΦ-classes, which can be seen
as extensions of [16, Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.5] to nonlinear PDEs over higher dimensional domains. It is worthy noting
that it is possible to assess the Lq-ISS without a weighted norm by constructing some non-coercive Lyapunov functions as in
[11] and applying the approximating function ρτ (·) in the same time.
Furthermore, in this paper, the data w0, d, and f are supposed to be smooth enough so that the L1-ISS estimates in L1-norm
can be established for classical solutions. If the data w0, d, and f belong only to L1-space, the functions |a∇w| andN [w](x, t)
do not belong to L1((0, T )×Ω) and L1((0, T )× ∂Ω) in general. In this case, it will be an arduous task to prove existence of a
weak solution even for the elliptic equations (see e.g., [3,5,37,34]). Besides, the relaxation on the regularity of the data w0, d,
and f may also significantly influence the regularity of the solutions, which in turn causes some crucial difficulties in stability
investigation. To overcome this issue, a possible solution is the use of the notion of renormalized solution or entropy solution.
It should be mentioned that the notion of renormalized solution was first introduced by Di Perna and Lions [6] in the study of
Boltzmann equation (see also [23] for applications to fluid mechanics models). The equivalent notion of entropy solution was
developed independently in [3] for nonlinear elliptic problems. It is worthy noting that using the function ρτ (·) introduced in
this paper, we can also establish ISS estimates for nonlinear PDEs with boundary or in-domain disturbances from L1-space in
the framework of renormalized solutions or entropy solutions, which will be addressed in our future work.
6 Illustrative examples
6.1 Generalized Burgers’ equation with nonlinear Robin boundary disturbances
We consider the following n-dimensional generalized Burgers’ equation with Robin boundary disturbances overBR(0)×R+:
wt−∆w+λw+
n∑
i=1
miwwxi =f, (x, t)∈BR(0)×R+, (64a)
∂w
∂ν
+K(w + w3) = d, (x, t) ∈ ∂BR(0)× R+, (64b)
w(x, 0) = w0(x), x ∈ BR(0), (64c)
where λ ≥ 0,K > 0, andmi(i = 1, 2, ..., n) are constants.
For the above system, we set
a(x, t) ≡ 1, b(x, t) ≡ 0, c(x, t) ≡ λ,
h(x, t, w,∇w) ≡ µ(x, t) ≡ 0, g(x, t, w) ≡
1
2
w2,
ψ(x, t, w) ≡ K(w + w3),ν(x) ≡
x
R
, c− µ− div b ≡ λ.
Moreover, assume that (A4) is satisfied.
L1-estimates for λ ≥ 0. If we setm(x, t) ≡ (1, 1, ..., 1), we have g(x, t, w)w · divm ≡ 0. Note that
|s| ≤ 1 + s2 and
1
R
n∑
i=1
xi ≤
1
R
nR = n, ∀s ∈ R, x ∈ ∂BR.
IfK ≥ n2 , it follows that
ψ0(x, t) := inf
s∈R\{0}
ψ(x, t, s) + sb · ν + g(x, t, s)m · ν
s
= inf
s∈R\{0}
K(s+ s3) + 12s
2 1
R
n∑
i=2
xi
s
≥ K −
n
2
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≥0, ∀(x, t, s) ∈ ∂BR × R+ × R.
According to Theorem 3.1 (i), we know that System (64) has the L1-estimate (8) with c = λ. Particularly, for λ > 0,
System (64) is exponential Lq-ISS in L1-norm for any q ∈ [1,+∞]. Furthermore, by Theorem 4.1 (i), System (64) has
the L1-estimate (43) with c = λ. Moreover, for λ > 0, System (64) is exponential LΦ-ISS in L1-norm for any Φ defined in
Section 4.
Lq-ISS and LΦ-ISS in L1-norm for λ ≥ 0. If we setm(x, t) ≡ (0, 1, ..., 1) and n ≥ 2, we have
g(x, t, w)w·divm ≡m1 ≡
bj + axj
a
≡ 0, ∀j∈{1, 2, ..., n}.
Similarly, ifK > n−12 , it follows that
ψ0(x, t) := inf
s∈R\{0}
ψ(x, t, s) + sb · ν + g(x, t, s)m · ν
s
= inf
s∈R\{0}
K(s+ s3) + 12s
2 1
R
n∑
i=2
xi
s
≥ K −
n− 1
2
:= ψ0 > 0.
According to Theorem 3.1 (ii), we know that System (64) is exponential Lq-ISS for any q ∈ [1,+∞], with ĉ = l e
−ld
k+eld
(
l −
2
k
l eld
)
and Ck,l =
k+eld
k+e−ld
, where l and k can be any constants satisfying l > 0 and k > max{2 eld, l e
ld
ψ0
}. Furthermore, by
Theorem 4.1 (ii), System (64) is exponential LΦ-ISS in L1-norm for any Φ defined in Section 4.
Lq-ISS in LΦ-norm for λ > 0. If we setm(x, t) ≡ 0 andK > 0, it follows that
ψ0(x, t) := inf
s∈R\{0}
ψ(x, t, s) + smin{ b·ν1+δ0 ,
b·ν
1+δ1
}
s
= inf
s∈R\{0}
K(s+ s3)
s
= K > 0, ∀(x, t, s) ∈ ∂BR × R+ × R.
According to Theorem 4.3, we know that System (64) is exponential Lq-ISS in LΦ-norm for any q ∈ [1,+∞] and Φ defined
in Section 4.
6.2 Generalized Ginzburg-Landau equation with nonlinear Dirichlet boundary disturbances
We consider the following generalized Ginzburg-Landau equation with variable coefficients and nonlinear Dirichlet boundary
disturbances:
wt−div(a∇w)+c1w+c2w
3+c3w
5=f, (x, t) ∈ Ω× R+, (65a)
w + w3 = d, (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω× R+, (65b)
w(x, 0) = w0(x), (x, t) ∈ Ω, (65c)
where c1 ∈ C
2(R;R+), c2, c3 ∈ C
2(R;R≥0) are given functions.
For the above system, we set
b(x, t) ≡ 0, c(x, t) ≡ c1(x, t),
h(x, t, w,∇w) ≡ c2(x, t)w
3 + c3(x, t)w
5,m(x, t) ≡ 0,
g(x, t, w) ≡ 0, ψ(x, t, w) ≡ ψ1(x, t)ψ2(w) ≡ w + w
3.
Moreover, assume that (A4) is satisfied.
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Note that −h(x, t, w,∇w)w ≤ 0 with µ ≡ 0, ψ1(x, t) ≡ 1, ψ2(s) ≡ s + s
3 with ψ−12 (s) satisfying |ψ
−1
2 (s)| ≤ |s| for all
s ∈ R, and ψ0(x, t) := inf
s∈R\{0}
ψ(x,t,s)+smin{ b·ν1+δ0
, b·ν1+δ1
}
s
≡ 1.
ISS and iISS estimates for c1 > 0. Assume that there exists a positive constant c > 0 such that
c1 ≥ c, ∀(x, t) ∈ Ω× R≥0.
For any weighting function p ∈ C2(Ω) ∩ C1(Ω) and any constant p0 ≥ 0 satisfying
div(a∇p) ≤ −p0, (x, t) ∈ Ω× R+,
p = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω,
the following statements hold true:
(i) according to Theorem 3.2 (i), System (65) is Lq-ISS in weighted L1-norm for any q ∈ [1,+∞];
(ii) according Theorem 4.2 (i), System (65) is LΦ-ISS in weighted L1-norm for any Φ defined in Section 4;
(iii) according Theorem 4.4, System (65) is exponential Lq-ISS in weighted KΦ-class w.r.t. boundary and in-domain dis-
turbances d and f from L
q
loc(R+;KΦ(∂Ω))- and L
q
loc(R+;KΦ(Ω))-classes respectively, where Φ is defined in Section
4.
6.3 A special nonlinear parabolic equation with Robin boundary disturbances
We consider the following 1-D nonlinear equation:
wt − wxx + 3xwx +
(
3|x|2 +
5
2
)
w +
(
|x|2 −
3
ln 2
|x| ln(1 + |x|)
)
w
1 + w2
= f, (x, t) ∈ (−1, 1)× R+, (66a)
wx(1, t) + w(1, t) = d(1, t), wx(0, t)− w(0, t) = −d(0, t), t ∈ R+, (66b)
w(x, 0) = w0(x), x ∈ (−1, 1), (66c)
For the above system, we set
a(x, t) ≡ 1, b(x, t) ≡ 3x, c(x, t) ≡ 3|x|2 +
5
2
,
h(x, t, w, wx) ≡
(
|x|2 −
3
ln 2
|x| ln(1 + |x|)
)
w
1 + w2
,
m(x, t) ≡ 0, g(x, t, w) ≡ 0, ψ(x, t, w) ≡ w.
Assume that (A4) is satisfied. Note that h ∈ C2([−1, 1];R) satisfying−h(x, t, w, wx)w = −
(
|x|2− 3ln 2 |x| ln(1+|x|)
)
w2
1+w2 ≤
(−|x|2 + 3|x|)w2, we can choose µ(x, t) := −|x|2 + 3|x|.
Obviously, c− bx − µ = 4|x|
2 − 3|x| − 12 changes its sign on [−1, 1]. Therefore, Theorem 3.1 (i) and Theorem 3.1 (ii) cannot
be applied for this case. However, there exists a constant c = 32 such that c >
17
16 = max[0,1]
|c− bx − µ|. Thus, we consider (B.1)
with n = 1,Ω = (−1, 1),K ≡ 1 and its radially symmetric solution.
Note that B − Ar +
(n−1)A
r
− b0r = B − b0r = 2 − 4r
2, where A(|x|) ≡ 1, B(|x|) ≡ bx − c+ µ + c. It is easy to see that
u(r) = r2 − 3 is the solution of the following equation:
urr = u
2
r + 2− 4r
2, r ∈ (0, 1),
ur(0) = 0, ur(1) + u(1) = 0.
Thus, the lower and upper bounds of u(x) = |x|2 − 3 is given by
−3 ≤ u ≤ −2. (67)
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According to Proposition 5.1 and (67), we deduce that System (66) is L1-ISS in L1-norm having the estimate for all T > 0:
‖w(·, T )‖L1(0,1) ≤ e
3
(
e−
3
2T ‖w0‖L1(0,1)+‖d(0, ·)‖L1(0,T )+‖d(1, ·)‖L1(0,T ) + ‖f‖L1((0,1)×(0,T ))
)
.
7 Conclusion
This paper introduced a convex function that can be used for the construction of approximations of coercive or non-coercive
ISS Lyapunov functions. Based on these approximating functions, ISS and iISS estimates in various norms, in particular L1-
norm, for a class of nonlinear parabolic PDEs over higher dimensional domains with different types of boundary disturbances
from different spaces or Orlicz classes have been established via solely the Lyapunovmethod. Several examples are provided to
illustrate the effectiveness of the developed approach for ISS analysis of nonlinear PDEs with in-domain and different boundary
disturbances.
A Well-posedness for a class of quasi-linear parabolic equations
Let Ω be an open bounded domain in Rn(n ≥ 1) with a C2-boundary ∂Ω. We consider the following parabolic equation:
ut−divA(x, t, u,∇u)+B(x, t, u,∇u) = 0, (x, t) ∈ Ω×R+, (A.1a)
B[u](x, t) = 0, (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω× R+, (A.1b)
u(x, 0) = u0, x ∈ Ω, (A.1c)
whereA(x, t, u,∇u)=(A1(x, t, u,∇u), A2(x, t, u,∇u),...,An(x, t, u,∇u)), Ai ∈ C
2(Ω×R≥0×R×R
n;R), i = 1, 2, ..., n,
B ∈ C2(Ω× R≥0 × R× R
n;R) and u0 ∈ C2(Ω;R) are given functions, B[u](x, t) = 0 represents the boundary condition,
which is given by
B[u](x, t) := u(x, t)−Ψ(x, t) = 0, (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω× R+, (A.2)
whereΨ ∈ C2(Ω× R≥0;R), or
B[u](x, t) :=
n∑
i=1
Ai(x, t, u,∇u) cos(n, xi) + Ψ(x, t, u)) = 0, (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω× R+, (A.3)
whereΨ ∈ C2(Ω× R≥0 × R;R) and n = n(x) is a vector outward normal to ∂Ω.
Let B˜(x, t, u,∇u) := B(x, t, u,∇u)−
n∑
i=1
∂Ai
∂u
uxi −
n∑
i=1
∂Ai
∂xi
. We impose the following assumptions:
(A5-1) There exist µ1, µ2 ∈ C(Ω × R≥0 × R;R+) such that µ0(x, t, u)ξ
2 ≤
n∑
i,j=1
∂Ai(x,t,u,η)
∂ηj
ξiξj ≤ µ1(x, t, u)ξ
2 for all
(x, t, u, η) ∈ Ω× R≥0 × R× R
n and all ξ ∈ Rn.
(A5-2) There exist b1 ∈ C(Ω×R≥0;R), b2 ∈ C(Ω×R≥0;R≥0) such that −B˜(x, t, u, 0)u ≤ b1(x, t) + b2(x, t)H(|u|)|u| for
all (x, t, u, η) ∈ Ω× R≥0 × R× R
n, whereH ∈ C(R≥0;R+) satisfying
∫ +∞
0
1
H(s) dS =∞.
(A5-3) There exists µ2 ∈ C(Ω× R≥0 × R;R≥0) such that
n∑
i=1
(
|Ai|+
∣∣∣∣∂Ai∂u
∣∣∣∣) (1 + |η|) + n∑
i,j=1
∣∣∣∣∂Ai∂xj
∣∣∣∣+ |b| ≤µ2(x, t, u)(1 + |η|)2, ∀(x, t, u, η) ∈ Ω× R≥0 × R× Rn.
(A5-4) B[u0](x, t) = 0 for all (x, t) ∈ Ω× {0}.
(A5-5) There exist ψ1, ψ2 ∈ C(∂Ω× R≥0) such that −uΨ(x, t, u) ≤ ψ1(x, t) + ψ2(x, t)u
2 for all (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω× {0}.
Theorem A.1 The following statements hold true:
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(i) Under Assumption (A5-1), (A5-2), (A5-3) and (A5-4), (A.1) with the boundary condition (A.2) admits a unique solution
u ∈ C2,1(QT ) ∩ C(QT ) for any T > 0.
(ii) Under Assumption (A5-1), (A5-2), (A5-3), (A5-4), and (A5-5), (A.1) with the boundary condition (A.3) admits a unique
solution u ∈ C2,1(QT ) ∩ C(QT ) for any T > 0.
Proof: Note that (A.1a) can be written as
ut −
n∑
i,j=1
∂Ai(x, t, u, η)
∂ηj
uxixj + B˜(x, t, u,∇u) = 0.
Due to the smoothness assumptions on µ0, µ1, µ2 and b1, b2, ψ1, ψ2, for anyM > 0 and T > 0, µ0, µ1, µ2, and b1, b2, ψ1, ψ2
are bounded on Ω× [0, T ]× [−M,M ] and Ω× [0, T ]. Particularly, there exist positive constants µ0, µ1, µ2 and b1, b2, ψ1, ψ2
such that µ0 ≥ µ0, µ1 ≤ µ1, µ2 ≤ µ2 on Ω× [0, T ]× [−M,M ] and b1 ≤ b1, 0 ≤ b2 ≤ b2, ψ1 ≤ ψ1, ψ2 ≤ ψ2 on Ω× [0, T ],
respectively. Therefore, every condition of [18, Theorem 6.2 Chapter V] is satisfied. Finally, the existence of a unique solution
u ∈ C2,1(QT ) ∩ C(QT ) to (A.1) with the boundary condition (A.2) is guaranteed by [18, Theorem 6.1, Chapter V]. The
existence and uniqueness of a solution u ∈ C2,1(QT ) ∩ C(QT ) to (A.1) with the boundary condition (A.3) can be proceeded
exactly as in the proof of [18, Theorem 7.4, Chapter V] (see also the comments in the last paragraph of [18, §7, Chapter V]).
B Proof of Proposition 5.1
For any constant c > max{max
Ω
(c− div b− µ), 0}, let u be the unique solution of the following elliptic equation:
− div(a∇u)− b · ∇u = −a|∇u|2 − div b+ c− µ− c, x ∈ Ω, (B.1a)
a
∂u
∂ν
+Ku = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω, (B.1b)
whereK > 0 is a constant.
Note that by the classical theory of seconder order elliptic PDEs (see, e.g., [19, Chapter 10]), u is bounded inC2(Ω). Moreover,
by the maximum principle we always have u ≤ 0 for x ∈ Ω. Define the following quantities:
v = e−uw, f̂ = e−u f, d̂ = e−u d, ŵ0 = e−uw0,
b̂ = b− 2a∇u, ĉ = − div(a∇u)− a|∇u|2 + b · ∇u+ c,
ĥ(x, t, s, η) = e−u h(x, t, eu s, s eu∇u+ eu η),
m̂ = e−um, ĝ(x, t, s) = g(x, t, e−u s),
ψ̂(x, t, s) = e−u ψ(x, t, eu s)−Kus,
L̂t[v] = vt − div(a∇v) + b̂∇v + ĉv,
N̂ [v] = ĥ(x, t, v,∇v) + m̂ · ∇(ĝ(x, t, v)).
Putting w = eu v into (14), we obtain (28) with β = eu.
Note that −ĥ(x, t, s, η)s ≤ µ(x)s2 := µ̂(x)s2 holds for all (x, t, s, η) ∈ Ω× R+ × R× R
n. Hence, the structural conditions
(A2-1) are satisfied.
We verify that (A3-2) is also satisfied. Indeed, it suffices to note that
(
ψ̂(x, t, s) + sb̂ · ν
)
s =e−u
(
ψ(x, t, eu s) + n · ν(eu s)
)
s− 2a(∇u · ν)s2
≥− 2Kaus2
≥0, ∀(x, t, s) ∈ Ω× R+ × R.
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Obviously, (A1-4) is satisfied with µ3(x, t) = −2Kau+ |b̂|.
Now note that
ĉ− div b̂− µ̂ =(− div(a∇u)− a|∇u|2 + b · ∇u+ c)− (div b− 2 div(a∇u))− µ
=− div b+ div(a∇u)− a|∇u|2 + b · ∇u+ c− µ
=c > 0, ∀(x, t) ∈ Ω× R+.
By the result of Theorem 3.1 (i), we have
‖ e−u(·) w(·, T )‖L1(Ω) ≤ e
−cT ‖e−uw0‖L1(Ω) + ‖ e
−u d‖L1(∂Ω×(0,T )) + ‖ e
−u f‖L1(QT ),
which and u ≤ 0 result in:
‖w(·, T )‖L1(Ω) ≤ e
‖u‖L∞(Ω) e−cT ‖w0‖L1(Ω) +e
‖u‖L∞(Ω) ‖d‖L1(∂Ω×(0,T ))+e
‖u‖L∞(Ω) ‖f‖L1(QT ).
C Technical lemmas used in Section 4
Lemma C.1 [24] The function φ−1 satisfies the following structural condition:
1
δ1
≤
s(φ−1)′(s)
φ−1(s)
≤
1
δ0
, ∀s > 0.
Lemma C.2 [1, Page 264] ab ≤ Φ(a) + Φ˜(b) for all a, b ∈ R≥0.
Lemma C.3 The following results hold true:
(i)
δ0(1+δ1)
δ1(1+δ0)
min{k1+
1
δ0 , k
1+ 1
δ1 }Φ˜(s) ≤ Φ˜(ks) ≤ δ1(1+δ0)
δ0(1+δ1)
max{k1+
1
δ0 , k
1+ 1
δ1 }Φ˜(s), ∀k, s ≥ 0;
(ii) ab ≤ εΦ(a) + C(ε)Φ˜(b), ∀a, b ≥ 0, ∀ε ∈ (0, 1), where C(ε) = δ1(1+δ0)
δ0(1+δ1)
(
1+δ0
1+δ1
ε
)− 1+δ0
δ0(1+δ1)
> 0;
(iii) Φ˜(φ(s)) = sφ(s)− Φ(s) ≤ δ1Φ(s), ∀s ≥ 0.
Proof: Note first that in Lemma C.1, φ−1 also satisfies the Tolksdorf’s condition. Applying Lemma 4.1 (iv), we obtain (i).
Given ε ∈ (0, 1), let ε0 =
(
1+δ0
1+δ1
ε
) 1
1+δ1 ∈ (0, 1) and C(ε) = δ1(1+δ0)
δ0(1+δ1)
(
1+δ0
1+δ1
ε
)− 1+δ0
δ0(1+δ1) > 0. By Lemma C.2, for any a, b ≥ 0,
we have
ab = ε0a ·
b
ε0
≤
1 + δ1
1 + δ0
ε1+δ10 G(a) +
δ1(1 + δ0)
δ0(1 + δ1)
(
1
ε0
)1+ 1
δ0
Φ˜(b) = εG(a) + C(ε)Φ˜(b),
which is the result in (ii).
Finally, we refer to [24] for the proof of (iii). 
Lemma C.4 The following results hold true:
(i) for any u ∈ LΦ(ω), it holds:
min
i∈{0,1}
{(
1 + δ0
1 + δ1
∫
ω
Φ(|u|) dy
) 1
1+δi
}
≤ ‖u‖LΦ(Ω) ≤ max
i∈{0,1}
{(
1 + δ1
1 + δ0
∫
ω
Φ(|u|) dy
) 1
1+δi
}
;
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(ii) LΦ˜(ω) endowed with the Luxemburg norm is also a Banach space, which is the dual of LΦ(ω);
(iii) for any u ∈ LΦ(ω) and any v ∈ LΦ˜(ω), it holds
∣∣∫
Ω
uv dx
∣∣ ≤ 2‖u‖LΦ(ω)‖v‖
LΦ˜(ω)
.
Proof: For
∫
ω
Φ(|u|) dy = 0, u = 0 a.e. in ω. Then the results in Lemma C.4 (i) follows directly. For
∫
ω
Φ(|u|) dy 6= 0, letting
k = max
i∈{0,1}
{(
1 + δ1
1 + δ0
∫
ω
Φ(|u|) dy
) 1
1+δi
}
,
we deduce from Lemma 4.1 (iv) that∫
ω
Φ
(
|u|
k
)
dy ≤
1 + δ1
1 + δ0
max
i∈{0,1}
{k−(1+δi)}
∫
ω
Φ(|u|) dy ≤1.
Therefore ‖u‖LΦ(ω) ≤ k and the second inequality in Lemma C.4 (i) follows.
For any k > 0, we deduce from
∫
ω
Φ
( |u|
k
)
dy ≤ 1 and Lemma 4.1 (iv) that
1≥
∫
ω
Φ
(
|u|
k
)
dy ≥
1 + δ0
1 + δ1
min
i∈{0,1}
{k−(1+δi)}
∫
ω
Φ(|u|) dy,
which implies that k ≥ min
i∈{0,1}
{(
1+δ0
1+δ1
∫
ω
Φ(|u|) dy
) 1
1+δi
}
. By the definition of ‖u‖LΦ(ω), the first inequality in Lemma C.4
(i) follows.
Finally, we refer to [1, Page 269, 373] for the proof of Lemma C.4 (ii) and (iii). 
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